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Thesis Abstract 

Intergenerational Changes in the Distribution 

of Canadian Living Standards 

Peter Ibboa, PhD 1997 
Department of Economics, 

University of Toronto 

In this thesis 1 investigate how the distribution of living standards has changed for different 

generations, and what this may imply for social welfare and social stability. The first chapter 

introduces the thesis by presenting information that suggests that differences in living standards 

between young and old households might be growing wider. 

In the second chapter. some of the problems with social measurements are examined. As the 

choice of index can affect the measured speed and direction of social change. such choices c m  

become identified with the group whose interests are best promoted by that choice. Unlike most 

complete index measures of social change, stochastic dominance rankings provide impartial social 

rankings that are robust to a wide range of reasonable social preferences. Furthemore stochastic 

dominance rankings can be embedded in a theory of ethics consistent with individual choice. and 

can be implemented with simple robust tests. 

In the third chapter, 1 examine whether divisions between young and old Canadian farnilies 

are deepening. I find that standard measures of difference indicate a growing divide in the income 

and consumption of young and older farnilies. Whether these divisions are likely to be a source of 

social discord is examined by a novel index and ranking procedure that measures the polarization 

between groups. n i e  evidence suggests that the growing divisions have not created a strong growth 

in polarization, largely because of growing heterogeneity within each generation. 

The fourth and fifth chapters examine whether young and old families are continuing to 

benetit fiom economic growth. In the fourth chapter, household micro-data are used to estimate the 

distribution of income in young and older households. The application of Anderson's (1996) non- 

parametric tests for stochastic dominance indicates that older families have continued to enjoy gains 



in recent years, while young families have expenenced declines. Extensions to Anderson's test 

procedure are proposed in the fifth chapter to test for stochastic dominance in bivariate distributions. 

Using household micro-data, the bivariate distribution of consurnption and leisure was estimated. 

The stochastic dominance tests confirmed the gains found in income data for older households and 

the declines found in younger households. 

The sixth chapter draws concIusions. The main observation is that divisions have grown. but 

polarkation has not increased, and that because these divisions are found in consumption data. they 

are likely to reflect permanent changes to the expected lifetime living standards of young 

households. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 



1. Introduction 

Recent research has uncovered evidence of incrcasing inequality in the US and UK over the 

19801s,' Ieading to concem that rniddle class may be in decline.' Using kemel estimation Jenkins 

(1 996), Cowell et al. (1996), and Burkhauser et al. (1996) determined that the nsing inequality in 

the UK and US occurred becaw the poorest saw living standards fall. while income growth tended 

to be greater the better-off the income group was to begin with. In the middle of the distribution 

heterogeneity increased with lower middle class incomes stagnating over the decade. In Canada the 

evidence is less complete. As with the US and UK, market forces caused earnings to become more 

unequal over the 1980's (Wolfson, 1994). Unlike the US and UK, income inequaiity after taxes and 

transfers actually declined for Canadian families over the 1980's (figure 1. l).' Card and Freeman 

(1993) and Blackburn and Bloom (1993) suggest that more activist govemment intervention in 

Canada was responsible for moderating the growing divisions over the decade. As for the Canadian 

rniddle class. the evidence from median family incomes suggests that. at worst, those in the very 

middle of the population faced a period of stagnation over the 1980's (figure 1.2). while the average 

income of the middle 60% of families continued to rise (figure 1.3). Despite these reassuring trends. 

considerable popular concem developed in Canada that social divisions were widening and the the 

rniddle class was in decline.' Why? 

One possible explanation c m  be found in the progress of median farnily incornes by age of 

head (figure 1.4). Clearly, the earners in the middle of the distribution enjoyed gains if they were 

older. and paradoxically, faced declines if they were younger. This would seem to suggest that 

T h e  Iiterature on nsing inequality is quite large. Two of the most recent contributions are by 
Karoly and Burtless (1995) and Danziger and Gottshalk (1995). 

'For a review of the literature linking increasing inequality with a decline of the middle class 
see Levy and Murnane (1992), Karoly (1993), Foster and Wolfson (1992), and Wolfson (1994). 

'Balckbum and Bloom (1993, table 7.5) provide evidence that these declines were quite 
general, extending over different measures of inequality and different farnily structures. 

"Beach and Slotsve (1995.27-38) summarize the concems raised by both academics and 
j ournalists. 



concern about the middle class may lie in a differential distribution of the benefits from growth. An 

examination of poverty trends suggests that this may be a phenomenon afTecting more than the 

middle class (figure 1 S). Do these trends indicate that a division is growing between the living 

standards of young and old? If so, are the division so great that the living standards of young families 

are declining? 

Before these questions can be addressed, the fundamental ptoblem of comparing social 

outcornes must first be examined. In the next chapter, the implication of Arrow's impossibility 

theorem for the measurement problem is examined, and strategies proposed by economists for 

overcoming the impossibility of social rankings are explored. An important obstacle to meaningful 

social measurement is drawn out in this review - the choice of rneaswe can effect the measured rate 

and direction of social change. One strategy that overcomes this problem bases social measurement 

on stochastic dominance rankings. This approach is found to be consistent with individudism. and 

practicd to implement using simple robust statistical tests. 

In the third chapter of the dissertation. the question of whether a generational divide is 

emerging between old and young households is considered. To address this question, measures of 

between-group differences are first reviewed, and estimates of these indices are made using after tax 

farnily income. While the estirnates are suggestive, they are open to two criticisms: standard indices 

fail to measure differences that matter to social conflict and perceptions of social justice; and the use 

of income as an indicator of living standards can be misleading given the changes to family structure 

and changes to the life-cycle pattern of earnings. The first cnticism is addressed by proposing: a 

polarization measure; a polarization ranking criterion; and a statistical test for changes in 

polax-ization. The second criticism is then addressed by proposing that a measure of household 

consumption be used as an indicator of living standards. Estimates of the polarization index, and 

tests for changes in polarization using consumption are then presented, and conclusions are drawn. 

The question of whether living standards for young families are falling whiie rising for old 

farnilies is examined in the fourth and fi& chapters of the dissertation. The fourth chapter examines 

the distribution of income in young and older farnily units to see whether stochastic dominance 

criteria indicate whether al1 groups are continuing to benefit fiom economic growth. The fifi  

chapter examines whether stochastic dominance can be demonstrated in the joint distribution of 



household consumption expenditures and non-labour time. The fourth chapter uses non-pararnetric 

tests for univariate distributions developed by Anderson (19961, while the fifth chapter extends these 

tests to the problem of ranking joint distributions. In both chapters. the impact of alternative 

assumptions on the adult equivalent scales are examined. 

It should be noted that the third, fourth and fifth chapters of the dissertation were written to 

be stand alone papers. While this dlows the reader to skip parts of the dissertation that are of lesser 

interest. it does introduce some repetition. Most of the overlap occurs in the discussions of the basic 

statistical issues, and the explanations of how the variables of interest were calculated fiom the 

survey micro-data. 

Very bnefly, the results indicate that young families (hcads under 35 years) have seen 

declines in their standards of living while older farnilies have seen living standards nse. Despite 

these growing divisions, polarkation between young and old did not show any marked increase 

because of growing heterogeneity within each group. These two findings might explain why there 

has been such a rise in pessimism over the future of the middle class without any consequent nse in 

social tension. 



figure 1.1 
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Source: Income A h r  Tax, Distributions by Size in Canada, 1994 
Statistics Canada, cat. 13-2 10 XPB 



figure 1.2 
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Source: Income After Tax, Distributions by Size in Canada, various years 
Statistics Canada, cat. 13-2 10 XPB 



figure 1 -3 
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Source: Beach and Slotsve (1 996.148) 



figure 1.4 
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Source: Income AAer Tax, Distributions by Size in Canada (Statistics Canada cat. 13-2 10 XPB) 



figure 1.5 
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Source: Income Distributions by Size in Canada (Statistics Canada, cat. 13-207) 

The two series presented above are the head-count indexes of the percentage of individuals in 
low income as defined by Statistics Canada's Low Income Cut-Off (LICO) 



Chapter 2 

Measuring Social Change: 
A Survey 



2.1 Social Measurement and Individual Values 

"Knowledge of the world is only to be acquired NI the world. and not iiz a closet"' 

How can social change be measured? Answers to this question depend on what aspects of 

social change are to be examined, and on what normative criterion is to be used. Perhaps the most 

basic son of question about social change that is asked is whether the change has, on balance. been 

good or bad? In essence, the problern is whether IWO social outcomes can be meaningfdly ranked. 

If meaningful rankings of social states are not possible, then it may be futile to consider measures 

of social progress. 

The starting point for evaluating social states is a set of weak value judgements. For 

economists? the basic principle of respecting the preferences of individuals when evaluating social 

change has been of central importance. One of the great achievements of modem normative 

economics is the demonstration that useful social rankings that respect individualism are possible 

by using Pareto's ranking criterion. Unfortunately, the unanimity requirement of the Pareto criterion 

makes such rankings so incomplete as to be of little practical interest. Furthemore, Anow's (1 95 1) 

famous theorem suggested that complete and transitive social rankings consistent with very weak 

individualism was an impossibility. 

While Arrow's axioms represent a very undemanding form of individualism'. attempts have 

been made to weaken his set of value judgements fùrther to see whether the set of possible social 

welfare orderings is enlarged beyond the nul1 set.' Given that Arrow's ethical requirements seem 

remarkably weak, this might seem a dubious course to follow; however. it has opened up a surprising 

number of avenues for exploring possible social welfare ordenngs. The most important avenue 

began with Sen's (1 970,89-9 1) demonstration that the independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom 

'Attributed to the Earl of Chesterfield (1694- 1773). 

'Al1 that is required is that unanimous preferences be respected, that no single individual's 
preferences dictate social preferences, and that social preferences be consistent. 

See Mueller (1989, chapter 20) for a survey. 



rules out the measurability and comparability of individual utility. Following this, the impact of 

informational restrictions on the representation of individual preferences has been carefûlly 

examined. Kemp and Ng (1976) and Parks (1976) showed that social welfare fûnctionals defined 

over ordinal utility indices lead to a dictatorial social welfare ordering. Following up on this Sen 

(1977), Roberts (1980 a,b), and others have s h o w  how increasing the measurability and 

comparability of preferences increases social welfare possibilities." 

A comrnon approach taken by those working on normative problems is to assume full 

comparability with ratio scale measurability. When the weak axiom of anonyrnity is added, the 

farnily of social welfare orderings that become possible can be represented by 

where W is social welfare, uh is the utility of individual h, and H is the number of individuals. This 

constant elasticity farnily encompasses a broad range of Bergson-Samuelson social welfare 

functions. For instance, when p=O. the social welfare function is equivalent to the utilitarian social 

welfare function. When p approaches 1, the social welfare iünction approaches the Bernoulli-Nash 

social welfare function. When p approaches m, the social welfare approaches the maximin or 

Rawlsian social welfare function. The p parameter therefore acts as an equity parameter in an 

infinitely large set of possible welfare functions. 

The dernonstration of so rnany possible social welfare functions introduces the new problems 

of how to measure individuai living standards and what welfare function to use. Because the choice 

of utility measure and sociai welfare function can affect the measured speed and direction of social 

change,* the choice of measure can become identified with a group whose interests are best promoted 

'These proofs work by refomulating Arrows axioms on sociai welfare orderings in terms of  
social welfare functionals over profiles of utility functions. For recent expositions see Sen 
(1986) and Roemer (1996). Boadway and Bruce (1984, 152-165) and Myles (1995) provide 
usehl summaries of the possibilities that emerge by improving measurability and comparability. 

Van Praag (1 994) suggests a technique for cardinalizing utility functions using survey 
information on attitudes towards the utility of income. 



by that choice. The implication is that social measurement consistent with the principle of 

individualism cannot be considered impartid6 

2.2 Measuring Aspects of Social Change 

Because of the difficulties in developing impartial social rankings, the more modest objective 

of characterizing and rneasuring aspects of social change has become cornmon. For example, 

specialized indices of inflation, productivity, dead-weight-loss, inequality, and poverty have been 

designed to measure various aspects of social change without any obvious specification of a 

complete social ranking. 

While the choice of a Bergson-Samuelson social welfare fùnction does not appear to be 

necessary for the measurement of efficiency, poverty or inequality, there is still the considerable 

problem of choosing a reasonable measure from a large and growing set of apparently reasonable 

measures. Choosing sensibly between these options is important, as the choice of measure c m  affect 

the measured direction of change. A search for the best index arnong the set of potential indices has 

led to formalization of the measurement objectives. Measures that fail to meet a11 objectives can be 

discarded as less meaningfùl. What remains is the subset of reasonable measures. 

Efficiency indices have been refined by introducing cornpensating and equivaient variation 

measures of wi llingness to pay .' Axiomatic refinernents to inequali ty measurement have generall y 

begun with the Pigou-Daltonprinciple of trmfers, which requires measured inequality to go down 

for any mean preserving, progressive transfer between household~.~ On the basis of this principle. 

One option is to speci@ further axioms which narrow the set of possibilities, however this 
has not found much favour. See Roemer (1996) for a surnmary of restrictions that lead to 
strongly egalitarian social welfare orderings. 

'A very clear discussion of the refinements to willingness to pay is presented in Mishan 
(1976, chapten 63 and 64). 

This can be made more precise by considering an index I(Y,N), where Y is the vector of 
incomes and N is the number of people in the population. The index will confom to the 
prhciple of transfers if I(BY,N)<I(Y,N) where B is any bistochastic matrix that is not a 
permutation matnx. A bistochastic rnatnx has non-negative elements that surn to one along any 



the popular variance of logarithms and the Schutz coefficients were d e d  out as measures of 

inequaiity. By adding the principle of symmehyP, and a few additional restrictions that admit both 

relative and absolute notions of inequality, Eichhom (1 988) was able to characterize the general class 

of inequality indices that conformed to these axioms. Going M e r  still, Foster (1983) and 

Shorrocks (1 984) identified the class of inequality indices that were decomposable among sub- 

groups (Subgroup Monotonie). I o  

Amartya Sen's (1976) awiomatic justification of a weighted surn of income gaps measure 

initiated further axiomatic refinements to poverty measures. As with inequality, subgroup 

monotonicity has been thoroughly examined. Arnong the outcomes of this research is the 

recommendation that poverty indices be based on a weighted sum of each poor group's Gini 

coefficient (Foster et.al. 1984). ' ' 
Despite progress in narrowing attention to a subset of better indices, the 'best? index of 

poverty, or inequality, or inefficiency has proven elusive. Adding additional axioms seems 

sornewhat arbitrary, and in any case, leads quickiy to impossibility results." The result of this search 

for better measures of aspects of social change is an embarrassingly large set of reasonable indices 

to choose from. This brings social measurement full circle, back to the problem of choosing a 

rneasurement. As with the choice of social welfare functions, the choice of specialized index can 

affect the implied direction of change, and the impartiality of such measures is thus called into 

question. The response to this problern by researchers is to check the robustness of their findings 

row or column. 

'Given an index I(Y,N). where Y is the vector of incomes and N is the number of people in 
the population, the index will conform to the symmetry axiom if I(PY,hl=I(Y,N) for any 
permutation index P. 

I0Myles (1995, 85) notes that the only axioms that have met with widespread approval are the 
syrnrnetry and transfer axioms. 

"Other axiomatic developments of poverty measures is reviewed in Seidl (1988). Myles 
(1995,93) is of the view that many of the axioms are somewhat arbitrary, and not at al1 
compelling. 

"Seidl(1988) reviews some of the impossibility results in poverty measurement. 



by carefül sensitivity analysis and by rneasurement using a range of reasonable indices. 

Another problem with specialized indices is that, despite precise construction conforming 

to tight axiomatic tolerances, they remain unpopular. James Foster (1 994) attributes the continued 

preference that many researchers have for Serior, ad-hoc measures to the fact that these older 

indices ofien provide a tangible measure that intuitively cardinalizes the social characteristic being 

measured.I3 The inherent complexity of axiornatic rneasures d e s  out simple interpretation of index 

values, leaving these indices as only ordinally significant. Given the choice between an ordinally 

significant aviomatic measure of change and an iderior measure that cardinalizes the change, many 

opt for the inferior measure. Those that opt for the axiomatic measure will often supplement their 

findings by reporting the more basic measures to get a better understanding of the nature of the 

changes. 

A third problem with specialized social indices is that the axioms do not succeed in 

eliminating the ambiguity of what is being measured. For instance, interest in inequality is based 

on a concem for distributive justice and the level of social c~nflict. '~ First of ail, many might 

legitimately question whether the Pigou-Dalton pnnciple of transfers that underlies d l  axiomatic 

measures of inequality reflects distributive justice. Secondly, Esteban and Ray (1994) have 

questioned whether focussed inequality indices are capable of measuring the social divisions leading 

to social conflict, and argue for a set of novel within-group polarkation measures to better measure 

social tension.I5 In the next chapter of this dissertation, between-group polarization measures are 

proposed to better answer the question of whether social change is increasing social polarization 

13For instance, the Gini coefficient c m  be interpreted in terms of the average expected gain 
from having the option of receiving the income of someone else selected at random (Pyatt, 
1976,253). The simple head count poverty index tells the percentage of people who are poor and 
the income gap ratio provides an average distance fkom the poverty line for the set of poor 
families. n i e  more complex axiomatic measures of inequality and poverty do not have such a 
straightforward interpretation. 

"Amartya Sen (1973, 1) argues that "the relation between inequality and rebellion is indeed a 
close one, and it nins both ways." 

''Wolfson (1994) dso  suggests a measure of polarization, though his concem is with the 
social divisions that arise out of the disappearance of the middle class. 



between two identified groups. 

Beyond inequality, there is considerable mystery surrounding what poverty indices are 

actually measuring due to the ambiguity in identieing what sort of social problem poverty 

constitutes. Concem about poverty is usually based on a view that basic minimum standards, the 

'necessaries' of life, ought to be available to ail citizens. Thus conceived, a poverty index is a 

measure of the extent to which society fails to provide ail citizens with life's necessities. This seems 

to be based in an entitlement view ofjustice, with poverty as an index of failure to safeguard rights. 

Even if this is accepted, whether the necessaries of life are absolutely or relatively determined 

divides opinion. Economists have, by and large, been of the view that poverty is to be understood 

as a relative state.I6 The identitication of the state of poverty however, is fraught with difficulty that 

admits no technical solution. Attempts to put it on a more objective basis of absolute standards has 

been no more suc~essful. '~ The practical implication is that any measured change in a poverty index 

is heavily dependent on the poverty line chosen. Altering the poverty line can alter the direction of 

change, which seriously undermines the notion that poverty is a tangible social phenomenon that can 

be captured by any specialized index. 

A fourth problem with specialized social indexes is that they are not as independent of social 

I6~da.rn Smith (1 776, Book 5,  chapter 2, Part 1) wrote that "by necessaries I understand not 
only the commodities which are indispensably necessary for the support of life, but whatever the 
custorn of the country renders it indecent for creditable people, even of the lowest order, to be 
without." Alfred Marshall (l890,68-70) in much the same vein wrote that '' differences in 
climate and differences in custom make things necessary in some places, which are superfluous 
in others ... Every estimate of necessaries must be relative to place and time." 

"The minimum absolute standards approach has attempted to determine what income is 
needed to provide the 'basic needs' of survival. Rowntree (1 90 1)  in his study of poverty in York 
is the most famous expositor of this approach, though it has antecedents in the work of Engel 
(1 857,1895) and finds a cunent champion in Cutler (1984) who advocates a basic needs 
approach to poverty measurement in developing countries. A practical problem with these 
absolute subsistence standards is that minimum cost diets Vary widely fiom place to place. The 
minimum cost diet, even if it could be identified supposes that poor households have access to a 
high Ievel of dietary and managerial skill. Finally, the identification of non-food items of 
minimum subsistence are difficult to quanti@, as is their cost. Rein (1 970), Townsend (1 974) 
and many others have concluded that the procedures used to arrive at basic needs are too easily 
challenged to be considered either practical or objective. 



welfare as  they mi& appear. This is most evident in the aggregation of willingness to pay when 

cdculating the dead-weight loss of a policy change. The Kaldor and Hicks compensation criterion 

for comparing utilities clearly places the Pareto rankings into a welfare framework. Less obvious is 

the link between inequality indices and welfare, but as Blackorby and Donaldson (1978) 

demonstrate, a correspondence does exist between many popular indices of inequality and some 

social welfare function. The appearance of independence fiom explicit Bergson-Samuelson social 

welfare functions is deceptive, and hence, the problems of welfarism are not really avoided. This 

does not render specialized indexes of aspects of social change obsolete, but it does suggest that the 

link between axiomatic measures and explicit social welfare functions is more direct than often 

realized. 

The reverse path of deriving specialized indexes fiom explicit social welfare functions has 

also been explored. Kolm (1969) and Atkinson (1 970) proposed that inequaiity could be measured 

by using a welfare fûnction to identiQ the level of income which, if equally distributed, yields the 

sarne level of social welfare as the existing distribution of income. Using this equally distributed 

equivaient income (YED& inequality couid be measured as A = (p-&, )/p. In addition to being 

derived fiom an explicit social welfare function, it is also highly intuitive and meets the same 

axiomatic standards as the Gini coefficient. This approach has been extended to the measurement 

of poverty by Blackorby and Donaldson (1978) who proposed that Atkinson's inequality index (A) 

replace the Gini coefficient in Sen's (1 976) poverty index. '* 
Ultirnately the welfare theoretic approach to constructing specialized indices only succeeds 

in constructing welfare measures on a restricted domain. The imposition of such restrictions seems 

peculiar given that they arbiûarily prevent more general interpretation of the gains and losses From 

social change. Furthemore, the problem of identiQing the appropnate social welfare function 

remains. Rather than pursue ever more specialized measures of social change, an important new 

strand of the social measurement literature has focussed on robust welfare measures of social change. 

and it is to this that we now hm. 

l80ther welfare theoretic approaches to poverty measurement are discussed in Seidl(1988). 



2.3 Impartial Social Measurement 

Choosing a social welfare criterion or other measure of social change can affect the measured 

direction of social change. This is, in many ways, a deeper prcblern than the difficulties of justifjring 

an individualistic social welfare function, and it goes to the heart of what social measurement should 

hope to accomplish. Arrow7s approach attempted to discover rankings consistent with 

individualism. While these are possible, given measurability and comparability of preferences, there 

is the residual suspicion that the choice of measure is not irnpartially dete~mined.'~ 

Instead of trying to constmct a measure on individual preferences. the problem can be 

reconceived outside of the Arrnvian Framework. By basing social preferences on a social welfare 

function chosen by a fictitious impartial observer the problem of aggregating individual preferences 

disappears. In its stead is the problem of providing a reasonable set of axiomatic restrictions on the 

impartial observer's objectives. Instead of individualism, impartiality in measurement holds centre 

stage. 

Beginning with some discrete distribution of living standards, Y= (Y1 ,Y2 . ..., \N )', the 

impartial observer's social welfare Function, W=W(Y). can be minimally resticted to be: 

1 ) Increasing: aw/ayj > O for al1 j, and 

2) Schur Concave: W(BY) r W(Y) for any bistochastic matrix, B, that is not a 
permutation matrix." 

The first axiom requires that the impartial observer choose a social welfare function consistent with 

the Pareto principle, while the second requires the Pigou-Dalton Principle of Transfers to be 

I9It should also be noted that a great meany economists believe that increasing the 
measurability and comparability of individual preferences cannot be 'scientifically' done. 

''A Bistochastic matrix is any matrix with non-negative elements whose rows and colurnn 
sum to one. 



respected." With these minimal restrictions, Shorrocks (1 983) has s h o w  that 

W ( ?) i W ( f )  t/ non -decreasing Schur convex social wevare functions, if 

In other words, if one generalized Lorenz curve dominates another (lies above), then any welfare 

function that is consistent with the Pareto Critenon and the Principle of Transfers will agree on the 

direction of change and rank the dominating distribution as being superior." If such dominance 

rankings are common enough occurrences, then it becomes possible to evaluate social change 

confident that the measured direction of change does not depend on some arbitraq choice of 

measure. In this sense then. stochastic dominance rankings cm be considered impartial. 

While the robustness of generalized dominance rankings is attractive, there is a loose strand 

that should give pause - the ethical observer framework seems somewhat arbitrary. We got around 

Arrow's irnpossibility by abandoning the requirement that social preferences be generated fiom a 

collection of individual preferences. The appeal to an arbitrary impartial judge, however, is a long 

way from the ethical and methodological individualism traditionally associated with normative 

economic analysis. This raises the question of whether a solid philosophical and economic 

foundation for an impartial judge can be found? 

A search for such a foundation should begin where economics began - within moral 

philosophy. Recall that we are attempting to determine whether al1 groups are benefitting fiom 

econornic growth. and that this requires level cornparisons of social (group) welfare to detemine 

whether the outcome of the group has improved. Rather than invoke a fictitious ethical observer 

with arbitrary constraints on social preferences (axioms), attempts have been made to ground the 

"It will be recalled that under the Principle of Transfers a mean preserving progressive 
transfer will cause the social ranking to rise. 

"Kolm (1969)- Atkinson (1970), and Dasgupta, Sen, and Starrett (1973) developed the less 
generaf Lorenz dominance criterion that opened up this, Iine of research. 



ethical observer in an individual choice problem. 

Suppose that individuals have two sorts of preferences: personal and impersonai. The first 

sort of preferences are conditioned on egoistic concem with one's own interests, while the second 

are conditioned on a disinterested concem with obligations to others. The appropriate way of 

conceiving of impersonal preferences has of course been the source of tremendous philosophical 

debate. Utilitarîans have maintained that the satisfaction of impersonal preferences is achieved by 

promoting ends that increase the sum of happiness or utility. Kant and many others have argued that 

the satisfaction of impersonai preferences is achieved by choosing to respect categorical imperatives. 

Unfortunately, the utilitarians do not justiQ the sum of happiness as the good, nor do other moral 

philosophies provide strong justification for the various categorical imperatives that they identify? 

Moreover, moral philosophy has not been successful in imbedding moral choice within a more 

general framework of choice." 

Hume (1 740) and Smith (1 759) exarnined 'the good' and 'ethical preferences' jointly and 

discovered a comrnon root in sympathy. The problem with natural sympathy is that it is strongest 

for those close to oneself, declining with distance. Natural sympathy therefore suffers a defect as 

a basis for justice - it is not impartial. Hume and Smith suggested that the appropriate form of 

sympathy is to be discovered by irnagining oneself as an impartial spectator, equally distant from 

everyone. 

The impartial observer frarnework finds consonance with many different ethical theories. 

"Kant attempted to justifi his set of categoncal imperatives using a-prion reasoning, 
however, Hume's law interposes with its strong demonstration of the impossibility of a priori 
reasoning over ethical pnnciples. Locke and other expositors of Natural Law have viewed the 
categorical imperatives to be revealed by scriptural revelation, or through empincal induction. 
Whether deduction or induction is used to support categorical irnperatives, critics have found that 
the approach is susceptible to absurd proscriptions. For many - especiaily the utilitarians - these 
absurd proscriptions suggest that a deeper good provides the underlying justification for 
categorical imperatives. Of course this opens the door to expedience and still M e r  absurdities. 

"Kant represents this as a lexicographie preference map for a person of "good will". The 
duties of the categoncal imperatives are discharged first before personal preferences are 
addressed. He is silent on the preferences of those without good will. 



Early natural law philosophies viewed god as the impartial observer. Utilitarians quickly reduce dl 

problems facing an impartial observer to the felicific calculus. The important distinction that the 

Hume-Smith theory brings to the equation is "that ordinary human beings arrive at judgements about 

justice and injustice by imagining themselves in the position of an impartial spectator. In this way, 

judgements about the social good are reduced to the rational preferences of one person" (Sugden. 

1992J64). This relocates morality within an individual choice fiarnework made more 

comprehensive by impartial sympathy. 

Vickrey (1 9451, Harsanyi (1 9 5 9 ,  and Rawls (1 971) have taken this approach and conceived 

'the good' and 'ethicd preferences' in terms of a thought expenment. Individuals imagine that they 

are in an 'original position7 as if behind 'a veil of ignorance' conceming their identity. The fitness 

of social rules (Rawls) or social outcornes (Harsanyi) can be judged by imagining further that your 

place in society is detemiined by a lottery in which you have an equal chance of being any member 

of that society. In this way, an equal distant (impartial) sympathy can be imagined by anyone. 

The nature of the information available to an individual making this comparison, and the 

choice-under-uncertainty frarnework is a source of considerable disagreement. Harsanyi adopts a 

more demanding informational requirement, which Arrow (1963, 114) defines as extended 

sympathy. According to this view, one imagines having another person's 'role situation' as well as 

her preferences. Afier adopting von Neurnan-Morgenstern axioms of choice under uncertainty. 

Harsanyi claims to have proven that the Utilitarian social welfare bc t ion  emerges as the unique 

social welfare ordering supported by impersonal preferences. Rawls' most effective objection is to 

Harsanyi's use of extended sympathy. Specifically, he points out that the 1 in the choice problem 

disappears, making the framework of choice c~ntradictory.'~ 

Abandoning the stmng informational requirernent of being able to reproduce the tastes of 

others. leaves only a need to evaluate other 'role situations' using one's own preference ordering. 

Under such limited sympathy, it is perfectly sensible to propose an original position lottes. and have 

each person evaluate their own exptxted utility: 

"For more on this see Sugden (1992,271). Rawls was less effective in arguing that rational 
choice under uncertainty leads to a lexicographie ordenng over pnmary goods. 



While this succeeds in anchoring ethical preferences within real and impartial human preferences. 

it does introduce considerable latitude for disagreement when comparing social rules or social 

outcomes. If disagreement is possible, then how can social rankings be made? 

The least harmfùl to individual values is consensual decision-making that allows different 

social arrangements to be ranked only if there is unanimity. Pareto dominance provides such a 

consensual social welfare ordering by respecting the personal preferences of dl individuals. The 

problem with using Pareto dominance is that conflicts between personal preferences are so iikely, 

that the partial social welfare ordering that emerges is of little value to decision-making. If instead 

social arrangements were evaiuated by asking whether consensual rankings are possible over 

impenonal preferences, the likelihood of potentiai rankings increases dramatically. Under the Pareto 

criterion, the losers would always block a ranking, even if the losses were very small and affected 

only one person, and even if the gains were very large and affected almost everyone. By switching 

attention from persona1 preferences to impersonal preferences, the loser would have to admit that 

impartial sympathy supports a move to the new social state? The appeal to sympathy therefore can 

that it provides a natural 

welfare function." Beyond 

dramatically increase the li kelihood of a social consensus. 

A further advantage of the limited syrnpathy framework is 

justification for the strongly intuitive average utility form of the social 

26 The problem, of course, is that the rankings are incomplete. To go fiirther, as Harsanyi 
has done, is perhaps unwise as it suggests that al1 disagreement over justice is reducible to an 
information problem. 

"This makes the social welfare function strongly separable. The implication is that the 
marginal rate of social substitution between any two households utility hinctions is independent 
of the level of the utility of any other household. Independence can also be justified without the 
impersonal preference framework. Fleming (1 952) suggested that a reasonable axiom on an 
impartial judge's social welfare function is that social rankings be independent from indifferent 
households - which requires that the social welfare ordenng of any two states be independent of 



intuition, the average utility form c m  be re-expressed for a continuous probability distribution as 

In this form. social welfare becomes a functional in the probability density function (f) that describes 

the distribution of living standards (y). The advantage of this is that stochastic dominance criteria 

developed for ranking uncertain prospects c m  be used to rank social outc~mes. '~ Foster and 

Shorrocks (1 988) have shown that second-order stochastic dorninance is equivalent to generaiized 

Lorenz dominance. Atkinson (1987) and Foster and Shorrocks (1 988) have shown that stochastic 

dominance implies that poverty is unarnbiguously lower in the dominating distribution for a wide 

range of poverty measures. In other words, stochastic dominance rankings have powerfid 

implications in terms of both welfare and poverty. 

One final benefit of the Iimited sympathy framework for social choice is that it eliminates 

any latitude for the strategic misrepresentation of impersonal preferences. Comparisons between 

states reduce to cornparisons between distributions. and stochastic dominance criteria identifi when 

the utilities of al1 households that are indifferent between the states being ranked. This only 
succeeds in restricting the social welfare function to be from the following fmily: 

Further axioms are required if the forrn is to take the average utility form. 

"First order stochastic dorninance implies that any increasing social welfare function will 
rank the dominating distribution higher. First order stochastic dominance also implies second 
order stochastic dominance. Second order stochastic dominance is andogous to generalized 
Lorenz dominance in that the dominating distribution will be ranked higher by any increasing 
social welfare fùnction that obeys the principle of transfers. Second order stochastic dominance 
implies third order stochastic dominance which ranks higher the dominating distribution for any 
welfare function that is increasing, obeys the principle of transfers and obeys the principle of 
diminishing transfers. The fourth and fifth chapters of the dissertation provide more details. 



the differences between distributions are sufficient to get unanimity in impersonal rankings. As no 

reporting of individual impersonal preferences is required, no oppomuiity for strategic 

misrepresentation of preferences exists." A social planner can generate the social welfare ranking 

without requinng individual input and still respect individual preferences. 

2.4 Empirical Considerations 

While stochastic dominance provides a powerhl tool for ordering social outcornes. there is 

the practical problem of having to determine whether sarnple evidence is sufficiently strong to 

support a stochastic dominance ranking. If each group at each point in time can be described by a 

distribution function drawn fiom a parametnc family, then testing for dominance is 

straightfor~ard.'~ Unfortunately, as Harrison (1982) and many others have discovered, good 

distributional pnors are difficult to speci@. A search for robust inference procedures has led to the 

discovery of two non-parametric approaches for basing inference. 

The most popular approach was developed by Beach and Davidson (1983) who sought non- 

parametric tests for making Lorenz dominance comparisons. Their smtegy was based on calculating 

sarnple frequencies on income quantiles. Asymptotically, the vector of frequencies is distributed 

as a multivariate normal random variable. %y rearranging the estimates to form a Lorenz c w e .  

comparisons at a discrete number of Lorenz ordinates could be done using chi-square tests. Multiple 

comparison procedures and joint confidence intervals were proposed by Beach and Richmond (1 985) 

'9While there is no conflict between different impersonal preferences, there still remains 
conflict of personal preferences - with losers finding M e  to recommend their lot, and even 
winners capabie of envy over the outcome of big winners. 

''For instance, if a group is being compared at two points in time and a test for first order 
stochastic dominance is required, the nui1 and alternate hypothesis can be described as 

Ho: FI+, (y) 2 FI (y) for d l  y and FI+, t. F, 
H,: F,,, (y) < F, (y) for some y. 

If F,., and F, are from the parametric family {ye 10 > O) ,  then Ho will be chosen if O,,, >et. 



that provided a more rigorous procedure for testing for Lorenz dominance. Following up on this, 

Bishop, Chakroborty- and Thistle (1 989) pointed out that the test procedure could also be used to 

test for generalized Lorenz dominance. Anderson (1996) noted that the procedure could also be 

considered a test for second-order stochastic dominance, and proposed a simple generalization of 

the test that enabled testing for first- and third-order stochastic dominance as well. 

An altemate approach has been pursued by McFadden (1 989) who based his procedure for 

testing first and second order stochastic dominance on the maximum distance between two empirical 

distribution functions. While this statistic had been used in a number of empirical studies of first 

order stochastic dominance in financial data,3' it was McFadden who realized that the statistic had 

the well known distribution of the Kolmogorov-Smimov goodness-of-fit test. 

The practical problem of using sample data to base inference then has two alternate solutions: 

Beach and Davidson's approach based on elaborations to Pearson's f test. and McFadden's 

approach based on the Kolmogorov-Smimov (KS) test. Choosing between them is not that 

straightforward, as Monte-Carlo cornparisons of the two approaches have not yet been done. Never 

the less, a few stylized facts about the two options point the choice towards the Beach and Davidson 

approach. First of all, while the KS test is slightly more powerfùl for testing for changes in location. 

it is much less powerful than the X' test in detecting changes in scale (Anderson. 1995-b). This 

suggests that for tests of second order dominance (generalized Lorenz dominance). the Beach and 

Davidson test is likely to be more powemil. Second. the KS test has well known size problems, 

while the X' test has excellent size properties (Slakter, 1965), suggesting that the Beach and 

Davidson procedure is likely to provide a more controllable cnterion for rejecting the null. Finally. 

the Beach and Davidson test c m  be simply extended to test for third order stochastic dominance. and 

as shown in the fifth chapter of this dissertation, can be used to test for stochastic dominance in 

bivariate distributions. Extensions of this sort to McFadden's approach have not yet been attenpted. 

Power. size, and flexibility seem to favour the Beach and Davidson approach. 

"Porter (1 978) provides a survey of these earlier tests for stochastic dominance using 
financial data. 



2.5 Conclusions 

As has been discussed, the Arrovian impossibility result can be avoided by stepping out of 

the Welfanst framework, and dropping a requirement for complete social rankings. Instead of 

adding individual preferences, we can get rneaningfd rankings by appealing to an impartial observer. 

Any impartial judge will rank two distributions in the same way if generalized Lorenz dominance 

c m  be found, and in this sense it serves as a robust measuring device. Beyond this. stochastic 

dominance criteria provide information on poverty without having to decide who the poor are. 

Finally, the fictional planner's problem can be seen to be grounded in an ethical philosophy centred 

on impartial sympathy. The impartial judge is made to reflect on each person's impersonal 

preferences and decree social rankings whenever conditions indicate unanimity. Such a scheme is 

robust to many conceptions of justice, and preserves respect for individual values within the social 

order. 

Whether stochastic dominance rankings are practical c m  only be answered by applying the 

critena to the data. There are two reasons for optimism. In the first place, unlike the Pareto 

dominance criterion, there can be losers fiom changing economic circumstances and still an 

evaluation of social improvement (or deciine) is possible. This weakening of the strict ex-post 

unanimity requirements of the Pareto criterion, substantially increases scope for ranking 

distributions. In the second place. robust statistical techniques have recently become available that 

improve the power of inference fiom sarnple data. With these new techniques it is possible to 

determine whether a few observations that seem to marginally contravene the stochastic dominance 

criteria provide enough evidence to rule against a stochastic dominance ranking. Without such 

statistical inference procedures, simple cornparisons of sarnple distributions can lead to over- 

rejection of stochastic dominance. The reason is that without a statistical inference procedure, al1 

decision weight tends to fa11 on observations that suggest a marginal contravention of stochastic 

dominance. Such observations may reflect usual sampling variability rather than a evidence against 

stochastic dominance. 



Chapter 3 

Generational Polarization in Living Standards: 
Evidence From Canada 



3.1 Introduction 

" m e n  fhere k no middle closs, and the poor greatly exceed in number, 

trozrb les arise. and the state soon cornes to an end. " - Aristotle 

1s Canada becorning more polarized? Much of the evidence is reassuring. Economic growth 

may have slowed over the 1 MO'S, but median family income continued to rise (figure 3.1.1). income 

inequality afier taxes and transfers declined (figure 3-12), and poverty did no: rise (figure 3-13). 

Despite such evidence of continued progress. there has been a concem that many rnembers of the 

middle class have been unable to take advantage of emerging oppominities, resulting in a hollowing 

out, or polarization, of the distribution of family incomes and living standards.' This study takes the 

unusual approach of exarnining whether polarization is occurring dong generational lines. 

The relative level of polarization is ofien rneasured as the proportion of the population lying 

in two outer quantile groups. If the middle class is fracturing, these two groups should be getting 

larger. Beach and Slotsve (1996) estimated two such polarkation measures using Canadian 

household income data and found that polarization of farnily income was pro-cyclic but showed no 

sign of secular increase (figure 3.1.4). Reassuringly, they found that the mean of real incomes of 

middle class families continued to rise over the 1 980fs, albeit at a slower rate (figure 3.1.5). The 

implication they drew fiom this was that polarization of family incomes was not a senous 

phenornenon over the second h d f  of the 1 9801s, and therefore, the middle class was not under threat.' 

Given evidence of no decline in the size or income of the middle class, the concems of increasing 

polxization in living standards might seem misplaced. 

Wolfson (1 994,354) argues that outer quantile measures of polarization c m  be misleading. 

The problem is that the emergence of a polarized bimodai distribution c m  also coincide with a 

reduction in the density at the extreme tails. Measures that calculate the density in outer quantiles 

'Beach and Slotsve (1996,27-38) surnmarize the concems raised by both academics and 
joumalists. 

While family income did not show signs of polaxization, they did find significant 
polarization in male earnings. 



may therefore fail to measure any change, or even record a decline, despite a hollowing out of the 

middle. For this reason, such rneasures "are simply unable to detect the phenornenon they claim to 

be studying" (Wolfson, 1994. 354). This is perhaps too strong, but it is suficient to support 

Wolfson's argument that alternative approaches to measuring polarkation are needed. 

One attractive possibility is to find an inequality index that is capable of detecting a 

hollowing out of the distribution. If such an index could be found, it would not only indicate 

whether the middle was in decline, it wodd also have a clear welfare interpretation. Wolfson shows 

that two progressive, mean-preserving redistributions can increase polarization (figure 3.1.6). As any 

reasonable inequaiity index declines under such equalizing transfers, polarization and inequality 

must be two different sorts of social phenomenon. Clearly, a more fonnalized approach to measuring 

polarization is needed. 

Beginning with the notion that polarization is associated with a hollowing out of the middle 

of an income distribution, Foster and Wolfson (1 992) proposed a 'polarization cuve' that indicates 

how far each population percentile's income is from the median income.' They then proved that the 

middle class is unambiguously smailer if and only if its 'polarization curve' is everywhere higher. 

As this cuve is analogous to the Lorenz cuve  representation of inequality, they also denved a 

polarization index similar to the Gini coefficient. Unfortunately, these rneasures lack the normative 

pedigree of axiomatic inequality measures. This becomes a problem when polarization is increasing 

but inequality is decreasing, as it then becornes difficult to see how society is being harmed. In other 

words, what social cost is paid if the middle class becomes less homogeneous, if society as a whole 

becomes more homogeneous? 

Esteban and Ray (1994) identifi polarization as a social tension that rises with increasing 

heterogeneity across sub-groups and increasing homogeneity within sub-groups. Their brief and 

broad review of the social sciences suggests that such social fracturing across sub-groups is the 

important cause of inter-group conflict dynamics. Where inequality rneasurement is rnotivated by 

the link between economic dispersion and social welfare, polarization measurement is motivated by 

the link between sub-group divisions and social conflict, or at least the perceptions of unfaimess that 

jTheir results are sumrnarized in Wolfson (1 994). 



often lies behind this conflict. From this perspective, concem about fracturing of the rniddle class 

c m  be seen as one of the many different sorts of polarkations that tear at the social fabric. 

The importance of the distinction can be best comprehended by irnagining two societies with 

equal means and equal measured levels of inequality. The only difference between the two societies 

is that one has greater clustering around local means. In terms of social welfare the two groups may 

be consideted closely equivalent, but Esteban and Ray argue that in terms of social conflict, the 

group with less clustering will be less polarized. 

Esteban and Ray sought to measure the degree of clustering of sub-groups without explicitly 

identifjing the groups involved. While this agnosticism conceming the source of social tension is 

needed in a general measure of within-group polarization, it is more usual for policy makers to be 

concemed with the polarization between two identifiable groups, and the specific policy options for 

reducing real and perceived inequities? The polarization measured by Esteban and Ray therefore 

seems far removed fkom policy. and far removed from the concem over the decline of the middle 

class. 

A few striking changes to income distributions suggests that polarization might be increasing 

between younger and older families, and that this might be what is behind the concem over the 

pressures on the middle class. Beach and Slotsve identified how changes in famiiy incorne seemed 

to depend upon the age of the head of household, with m a t  gains concentrated among households 

with older heads (figure 3.1.7). Tirne series plots comparing the progress of incomes of younger 

families (head 25-34 years) and older families (head 45-54 years) confirm this trend (figure 3-1-23). 

What seerns remarkable from these diagrams is the very different expenences that older and younger 

farnilies seem to have had over the 1980's. For families headed by someone less than 25 years of 

age, family income fell. For families with heads between 25 and 34 years of age, incomes fell during 

the 1981 recession and did not recover. By contrast, al1 other family groups saw gains over the 

1980's. Not surpnsingly, a plot of poverty among seniors and children (figure 3.1.9), shows that the 

'' For instance. the polarization between ethnic and racial groups, between male and female 
labour force participants, and between regions seems much more tangible than the level of 
polarization between al1 groups in a society. Furthemore, the policy remedies for between-group 
polarization are much easier to conceive of than policy remedies for within-group polarization. 



apparent stability in poverty rates masks considerable inter-generational changes in the distribution 

of poverty. Do these trends indicate an emerging polarization between generations of Canadian 

farnil ies? 

To address this question. measures of between-group differences are first reviewed, and 

estimates of these indices are made using after tax family income. While the estimates are 

suggestive, they are open to two criticisms: standard indices fail to measUe differences that matter 

to social conflict and perceptions of social justice; and the use of income as an indicator of living 

standards c m  be misleading given the changes to farnily structure and changes to the life-cycle 

pattern of earnings. The first criticisrn is addressed by proposing a new polarization measure and 

by developing a robust ranking criteria and non-parametric statistical procedure for testing whether 

polarization has unambiguously increased. Following this, the second criticism is addressed by 

proposing that a measure of household consumption be used as an indicator of living standards. 

Estimates of the polarization index, and tests for changes in polarization using consumption are then 

presented, and conclusions are drawn. 

3.2 Some Initial Evidence. 

How cm the differences between groups be measured? This problem has received 

considerably less attention than the problem of measuring within-group differences, nevertheless 

there are a number of indices of between-group difference available. They al1 begin by assuming 

that a measure of individual living standards (y) is available, and that the living standards of each 

group (H and L) can be represented by probability density functions (f " (y) and f (y)) drawn fiom 

the set of al1 possible probability density fùnctions, F. Each index of between group differences (M) 

can then be presented as a functional rnapping the two cdfs  into the real number line, M:FxF-3. 

Among the more sensible alternatives found in the literature are the following: 



RMEAN = [ffL('y)ydy /]fH~)ydy = liLlpH 

RMEDIAN = median(fL@)) / median (fH(y)) = yL 1 yH 

The RMEAN index (1) and RMEDIAN index (2) are the most popular measures of between- 

group difference. No doubt this popularity stems from their ease of calculation and their appealing 

cardinalization of difference as the proportionate shortfaIl of rniddle earners in group L relative to 

middle earners in group H. 

The other measures are more intuitive than appearance might suggest. The MW index (3) 

is the probability that a randomly drawn member of group L will have a higher income than a 

randcmly drawn individual from group H. Proposed by Gastwirth (1  979 ,  this can be calculated from 

sarnple data as 

where Iij=O if Y?<YjH, Ig=l if YiL>YjH. and Iij=0.5 if YiL=YjH. AS this is the Mann-Whitney form of 

the Wilcoxon statistic, sample estimates from micro-data have a well known distribution, and 

statistical tests of change in the index are easy to perfonn. From grouped data, estimation is also 

straightforward, with the procedure and distribution of the statistic given in Lehman (1975). 



The P(0,O) index (4) proposed by Butler and McDonald (1987), and the SCM index (5) 

proposed by Gastwirth and Wang (1 987), have a very convenient graphic representation (figures 

3.2.1 and 3.2.2). As is immediately apparent, they focus attention on the differences in the bottom 

half of the distributions being compared, in contrat to the RMEAN and RMEDIAN indices which 

focus attention to differences in the middle of the two distributions.' Like the MW index, a 

convenient non-parametric statistical test exists for the SCM statistic. Such non-parametrïc tests are 

usefùl because of the well known dificulty in modeling income distributions using standard 

distributional f ~ r r n s . ~  

Beyond providing an intuitive cardinalization of between-group differences, each of these 

measures share some convenient properties. To begin with, a change in the number of individuals 

in either groups leaves the measured difference between the groups unchanged. Al1 that matters is 

the relative econornic circumstances of the two groups, as described by their respective probability 

density functions @df s). Second, each of these measures is unaf5ected by re-scaling the measure 

of 1 iving standards. This makes comparisons across time and currencies straighforward as inflation 

and changes in currency leave al1 these indices unchanged. Third, each of these indices maps into 

a compact set. giving policy makers a better sense of distance fiom ideal notions of equal 

opport~nity.~ 

These indices can be estimated for comparisons of families at different stages in their life- 

cycle using household income after taxes collected under Statistics Canada's Survey of Consumer 

Finances (SCF). Using the age of the household head as an indicator of the stage of the life-cycle 

of the family, the RMEAN indices were calculated for three different comparisons: 25-34 years 

versus 35-44 years: 25-34 years versus 45-54 years; and 35-44 years versus 45-54 years. Presented 

5The P(0,O) and SCM indices reflect only a portion of each distribution based on a somewhat 
arbitrmy partition. A generalized version of the two indices is presented in Appendix 1. 

Harrison (1 982) provides a summary of the difficulties in parametrically estimating income 
distributions. For a summary of cornmon non-pararnetric tests see Gastwirth and Nayak (1 989). 

'Of course RMEAN and RMEDIAN only map into a compact set so long as the poorer group 
enters into the calculations as group L. 



in figure 3.2.3, the comparisons indicate a strongly cyclic relationship that also contains a secular 

decline for younger families. Estimates of the other indices were made for the comparison between 

households 25-34 years and households 45-54 years. As figure 3.2.4 demonstrates, the median ratio 

closely û-acks the mean ratio, indicating a strong relative decline in the earnings of young farnilies. 

Whiie the mean and median ratio indicate substantial declines in relative earnings of young families 

near the centre of the distribution, the P(0,O) index focuses attention on the bottom half of each 

distribution. The relative decline of young fmilies is even more apparent in this comparison (figure 

3.2.5), with the proportion of young families eaming less than the mean income of older fmilies 

rising more quickly than the proportion of older farnilies earning less than the mean income of 

younger families. Finally, the MW index, which indicates the probability that a randornly selected 

young family wouid have higher earnings than a randomly selected older family shows steady 

declines over the period. What is particularly unusual is the apparent steady declines over the 

expansionary phase of the last decade. Perhaps even more unusual is the apparent reversal over the 

1992 through 1994 period, a period that is thought to have been particularly bad for young fa mi lie^.^ 

Concluding that the 1980's was a period of growing inter-generational division is premature 

as there are two rather senous problems with these measures. First of all. the measure of living 

standard is household income after tax. The changes to household structure make comparisons of 

household living standards over time of dubious worth. Second? numerous recent labour market 

studies have noted an increase in the wage premium for labour market e~per ience.~ The observed 

secular decline in income may simply be the result of a change in the life-time pattern of eamings, 

'1t should be noted that the source used for the calculation of these indices was Statistics 
Canada's annual publication Income Afier Tm,  Distributions By Size In Canada. The 
distributional information used in the calculation of the MW and P(0,O) index is reported as the 
percentage of families falling within given eamings categories. Methods for using this grouped 
data to approximate the indices are provided in Gastwirth and Nayak (1 989). 

'The increasing premiurn on labour market expenence has been heavily docurnented in 
studies of the US labour market. The wage equation estimates of Juhn et al (1 993) indicate that 
expenence premiums on wages rose more quickly than the education and ski11 premiurns (see 
especially their figure 8). In Canada, similar increases to the expenence premiurn have been 
noted by Blackburn and Bloom (1 993), while Davis (1 992) found that the trend extended across 
al1 developing countries except Sweden. 



with no change in the relative well-being of different generations. The implication is that income 

may be a very poor indicator of living standards. Finaily, while each of these measures provides an 

intuitive measure of difference, they were constnicted in a somewhat ad-hoc fashion. In particular. 

the RMEAN. and RMEDIAN measures are afTected ody by changes in the relative locations of the 

two groups being compared, and are independent of the scde of each distribution being compared. 

The other measures are, however, afYected by changes in the scaie of each distribution, even if the 

relative locations remain unchanged. A legitimate question is whether scaie should matter. and if 

so how? 

3.3 Polarization Between Groups 

Should scale matter? As discussed earlier, Esteban and Ray (1994) have clairned that 

increasing the heterogeneity between groups and the homogeneity within groups both increase the 

polarization between groups. Increasing the homogeneity within groups will cause members of 

an identifiable group to have more similar economic circumstances and this can cause group 

identity to strengthen. Conversely, as diversity of economic circumstances within a group 

increases, individuals are more likely to identiw with other groups. For instance. if skilled blue 

collar workers begin to earn a substantial wage prerniurn that causes the distribution of blue collar 

eamings to become more dispersed, then upper income blue collar wage eamers will tend to 

identify with white collar workers , thus weakening class identity . l0 

Definition 3.3.1: Given two separate groups. L and H (where LnH= 0) the economic 
polarization between L and H can be said to increase as: 

(1) the difference in location of f and f increases, or 
(2) the scale of f or f declines. 

I0Karl M m ' s  mechanism of class conflict in which blue collar workers earnings fa11 and 
become more homogeneous is perhaps the most fmous pronouncement on polarization 
(Deutsch, 197 1,44). The Oaxaca (1973) decomposition that is prominent in the modem labour 
literature only examines the difference in first moments. If the degree of homogeneity of each 
group matters to polarization, then the Oaxaca decomposition will fail to be fully informative. 



This can be illustrated with two continuous probability distributions for group L and group 

H (figure 3.3.1). Imagine that the location of the two groups does not change, but the dispersion 

within each group declines. The increasing homogeneity increases the degree of difference, or 

polarization, between the two groups, yet the location of the two distributions remains 

unchanged. Conversely, increasing the relative difference in location while holding the 

dispersion within each group constant also increases the degree of polarization. 

The difference in this defiition of polarization with that introduced by Esteban and Ray 

is that they cowidered polarization to be a social state arising out of the interaction of many sub- 

groups within society. As such, they had to consider how changes in the relative size of these 

groups affected the over-al1 level of social polarization. This was not pursued here for two 

reasons. First of all, it is difficult to Say with any conviction whether the tensions between two 

groups will rise or fa11 if the numbers of one group diminishes. Second, other between-group 

measures of difference follow the convenient convention of ignoring relative size, to concentrate 

only on the differences between each group's distribution of living standards. 

The notion of between-group polarization introduced here treats polarization as a social 

tension between two identified groups. In this paper the two groups being compared are young 

and old families, but it could also fmd application in: evaluating whether the polarization between 

men and women in the labour market is declining or increasing, determining whether racial 

polarization is declining, and for testing whether regions are becoming less polarized (the 

convergence hypothesis). The within-group polarization indices of Foster and Wolfson (1992) 

and Esteban and Ray do not address these sorts of issues. 

If a between-group measure of polarization is needed, it is possible that one or more of the 

standard rneasures of between-group difference will consistently indicate changes in between- 

group polarization. The following proposition closes this door. 

Proposition None of the measures of between-group difference are polarization measures. 

Proof The RMEAN, and RMEDIAN indices are al1 insensitive to changes in scale, and 
therefore cannot be measures of between-group polarization. An exarnple will 
suffice to prove that the SCM index is not a polarization measure. Imagine that a 
person fiom population L earning more than the median income of population H 



receives a pay raise. The measure would not change, despite the fact that such a 
raise would increase the dispersion in population L, and hence reduce polarization. 
The same argument cm be used to prove that the P(0,O) index is not a polarization 
measure. Finally, the M W  index can also be shown to fail as a polarization 
measure by example. Imagine that f is a unifon-n distribution having a support 
of [0,2] and that f is a uniform distribution having a support of [O, 101. Under 
these circurnstances, the value of MW is 1/10. If the f distribution collapses on 
its mean, the index value will be unchanged at 11 10. 

The failure of existing measures of difference does not make the design of a polarization 

index impossible. In fact, there are an infinite number of potential measures. Instead of 

exarninulg this very large set, it rnight be more useful to suggest one member that has some other 

useful properties . 

Definition 3.3.2 

P =  pH pL , where pH 2 C I L  . 
gini + gini 

In addition to increasing in the difference in location and decreasing in the scale of each group, 

this measure of polarization has some other useful properties. As with the other between-group 

measures of difference, the index is independent of the number of people in each group, and 

independent of the scale chosen to rneasure living standards. The measure can be interpreted as an 

adjusted RMEAN measure, however it must be admitted that it is not as intuitive as some of the 

other between-group diflerence indices. The final wga&ms of the index is that its sampling 

distribution is diffcult to determine. Nevertheless, sample estimates can provide a useful 

indication of trends over t h e .  

Estimates of ,p using the household income after taxes and transfers for young families 

(head aged 25-34) and older families (head aged 45-54) presents a distinctly different picture from 

other between-group difference measures. Increases from the early 1970's reversed after 1982, 

with apparent declines thereafter (figure 3.3.2). Examining the RMEAN statistic underlying the@ 

index reveals fairly steady declines to 1990, with increases thereafter (figure 3.3.3). The Gini 



coefficients show declines to 1982, whereafter they seem to begin to rise (figure 3 -3 -4). 

Exarnining the trends in these indices for farnily income before taxes and transfers indicates a 

broadly simiiar set of movemenü (figures 3.3.5, 3.3.6, 3 -3  -7). Surprisingly, the g statistic seems 

to be more volatile after taxes and tramfers. 

One problem with these results is chat the apparent movements in g are not supported by 

any statistical ùiference procedure. Some other reasonable polarization measure might suggest 

different movernents.To address this concem, the following conditions provide a general 

polarization ranking . 

Definition 3.3.3 

Polarization can be ranked unambiguously higher (lower) if the following 
conditions are jointly met. 
(1) The difference in location is constant or increasing (decreasing). 
(2) The scale of group H's distribution is constant or decreasing (increasing). 
(3) The scale of group L's distribution is constant or decreasing (increasing). 
(4) At least one of the above criteria indicates a change. 

Because these criteria must be jointly met, the polarization rankings will be incomplete 

over the space of possible distributions being compared. While this rnight be viewed as a 

disadvantage, it can c o n f i  or raise doubts about the trends in the p index or in some other index 

of polarization. Furthemore, a simple and robust test can be developed to determine whether the 

data supports conclusion of a change in polarization. 

The test proposed is a variation on Anderson's (1994) non-parametric tests of change in 

location and scale. Begin by obtaining independent random sarnples from two populations at time 

t. Then partition the range space of living standards into eight cells." The number of sample 

elements falling into each ce11 forms a random variable x = (x, ,x,, . . . , % )' that is distributed 

multinornially with probabilities p=(p,,p,, . .. , pd'. If the samples are independent (within and 

between sarnples) then the vector of ce11 fiequencies is an asymptotically normal random variable, 

"Other partitions of the range of the random variable can be used, and it is a simple matter to 
alter the tests for polarization to accommodate a fewer or greater number of cells. 



To compare two groups (H and L) at two points in t h e  (t and t + l), a 16x 1 vector formed from 

the ce11 frequencies 

Ap = 

which together with the sample sizes (nLL , n:,, , ff: , n ) summarizes al1 the sample 

information that will be used in the statistical tests. Assurning that f and f are the same and 

unchanging, the Ap randorn variable will be distributed 

The test for increased polarization is based on multiplying this vector by an appropriate matrix 

M that provides three statistics that can be used to test whether the difference in location between 



H and L has changed and whether the scale of H and L have changed. The strategy for 

constructing M builds on Anderson's (1994) tests for location and scale, with M being: 

The unknown product of MAp is a 3 dimensional vector v. If the distance in location between 

each group's distribution is growing larger, rhen v, >O. If the scale of the young group were 

decreasing , then v2 > O. Finally , if the scale of the older group were to diminish. then v, > O. If 

al1 three elements of the v vector were equal or greater than zero, and at least one element were 

greater than zero, then the polarization rank'mg could be said to have increased. While the 

population estimate of v is unknown, the sample estirnate of v 

asymptotically normal distribution. 

will have a convenient 

While xZ tests c m  be done to separately determine whether each element of v is moving up or 

down, this does not provide a joint test of the vector being non-negative. 

Kodde and P a h e  (1986), have developed a joint Wald test of 

Ho: vl  2 O b' i and vl > O fir some i 

H,: v , r O  ' d i .  

The steps are fairly straightforward. First, a restricted estirnate of v is formed, 

v' = v^ with the negative elements set to zero . 

The restricted estimates can be used to form 



D = ( V ^  - Y)' y-' ( V ^  - Y) , where 'V = H H' . 

The large sample distribution of D is a mixture of x2 dismbutions, with 

where x2(0) is the unit mass at the origin, and w(3,i,Y) is the probability that i of the 3 elements 

of v are strictly positive.I2 This can then be used to calculate the P value for choosing between 

the nul1 hypothesis of increasing polarization ranking (vi  z O V i) against the alternate of no 

unambiguous increase in polarization (v 2 O). By multiplying v by -1 and repeating the test 

procedure, it is possible to test the nu11 hypothesis of decreasing polarization ranking (vi O 'd i) 

versus the alternate hypothesis of no unambiguous decrease in polarization (v s 0). 

3.4 Measuring Living Standards 

The estimates of difference and polarization indices based upon househoid income strongly 

suggest that differences and polarization between generations are growing. Unfomuiately, there are 

two weaknesses with measures based upon household income. First of all, families pass through a 

fmiliar life-cycle in which incomes start low and nse with experience in the workforce, and finally 

fa11 in retirement. High interest rates and a rapidly changing labour market may have caused the 

pattern of life-cycle earnings to alter. If such changes did occur, it is possible that young families 

may have seen living standards rise despite declines in income if the expectation of future gains 

caused permanent income to rise. 

While permanent incorne is not visible, consumption expenditures are visible and are more 

"Wolak (1 989) suggests that these weights cm be easily estimated using monte car10 
techniques. 



likely to reflect permanent income than earnings. They are dso  likely to be smoother over business 

cycles than highly variable income flows. Furthemore, high nsk eamers who engage in 

precautionary savings will have average consumption levels more in line with their risk-fiee 

equivalent income. Finally, s w e y  biases fiom the misreporting of consumption are unlikely to be 

as large or as systematic as from the misreporting of income. 

The data used in estimating and comparing consumption distributions is drawn fiom the 

Family Expenditure (FAMEX) public use micro data tape produced by Statistics Canada Based on 

the Survey of Family Expenditures, the FAMEX data set provides information on consumption 

expenditures of family units (families and unattached individuals living across Canada). Surveys 

with a national scope were done in 1978, 1982, 1986, and 1 992.13 The 1978 and 1986 surveys 

present a picture of family unit5 in the middle of econornic expansions, while 1982 and 1992 provide 

expenditures at the height of two recessions. Observations are based on household spending units 

in the 1978,1982, and 1986 surveys, and changed to households in the 1992 swey.14 This change 

is a small one as most of the observations are economic families or individuals living alone. The unit 

of observation for the FAMEX surveys will be the basic unit of observation used in this study. For 

simplicity. observations will be referred to as family units. I 5  

One problem with using consumption expenditures is that consumer durables, particularly 

owner occupied houses, provide important services that are mismeasured by expenditure. Young 

farnilies' mortgage expenditures will inflate the hue value of consumption of housing services, while 

older farnilies' housing expenditures will under-represent their true housing consumption. Over the 

'jsurveys done in other years look at metropolitan areas only. Each of these surveys are 
multistage stratified cluster sarnples selected fiom the Labour Force Survey sampling M e .  

'" The 1978,1983, and 1986 surveys defined spending units to be a group of people living in 
the same dwelling who depend on a common or pooled income for major expenses or one 
financially independent individual living alone. The 1992 version defined household to be a 
person or a group of perçons occupying one dwelling unit. 

['The family observations in the FAMEX are close to the definition of economic family units. 
There are only a small nurnber of observations that are made up of more than one economic 
family. Economic families and unattached individuals make up the vast majority of observations. 



1980s many older families saw the value of their homes rise dramatically. This resulted in a rapid 

arowth in household wealth. Younger families buying houses at this time, with particularly high b 

mortgage costs would have seen their housing costs rise dramatically compared with earlier 

generations. These changes would exacerbate the inherent bias in using housing expenditures. One 

solution to this problem of expenditures misrepresenting consurnption is to subtract housing 

expenditures made by homeowners from their total expenditures, and use estimates of the value of 

their dwelling to impute the rent earned and consurned. 

The chief difficulty in overcoming this problem is a lack of survey information. Information 

on the value of owner occupied homes is available in the FAMEX survey, and can be used to impute 

the value of consumer services this provides.16 In the case of housing services, such an adjustment 

is important? because housing expenditures by homeowners only weakly reflect tme con~urnption.'~ 

Following Vermaeten et al (1 992), the gross imputed rent is calculated as 8% of the market value 

of the home.I8 

l6The reported value is the owner's estimate of the current market value of their home. The 
imputation of services fiom housing values can be accomplished in a nurnber of ways. Katz 
(1968) provides a full discussion of eight alternative techniques for imputing the value of these 
services. 

I7This is especially true for older and poorer homeowners. Brown (1994. p.396) reports that in 
the United States. "homeowners' out-of-pocket expenditures are especially inadequate indicators 
of housing consumption for senior and poor families, since they represent only 37% and 48%, 
respectively, of rental value." She also notes that "the discrepancy was less for employed 
families. ranging fiom 7 1 % for wage-earner to 8 1 % for salaries families." As these figures were 
for 1988. it c m  reasonably be inferred that the Canadian expenditure data fiom the FAMEX 
might be expected misrepresent consurnption to a similar degree. 

l 8  For exarnple, an 8% nominal r e m  rule suggests that a homeowner of a $150,000 home 
receives $1000 dollars a month in implicit rent. This rate of return is similar to rates 
recornrnended by other researchers. For instance, Smeeding et aL(1993) recommends 
multiplying the households equity (the value of the house less the mortgage) with a nominal rate 
of r e m  that reflects the opportunity cost of the asset's value. They detemined that the 
oppomuiity cost in a broad number of OECD countries could be reasonably be approximated by 
the inflation rate plus a risk fiee real rate of r e m  of 2% per annum. The housing cpi provides a 
good estirnate of inflation of housing costs over the period, and indicates that inflation in housing 
costs fluctuated from a high of 12.5% in 1982 to a low of 1.4% in 1992. Adding the average rate 



One other problem is that consumption expenditures do not include the consurnption of gifts 

and food produced within the household, the expenditure data under-represents consumption. This 

second problem has a solution, as the FAMEX data set has household estimations of the value of free 

good consumption, which can be added to consumption expenditures. While this item is generally 

small, for some family units this source of consumption is very important.I9 

Farnily consumption was then measured as the sum of consumption expenditures, free goods 

consumption, and the value of imputed housing services, less the cost of owned living quarters 

expenses.'' This more comprehensive measure of consurnption raises estimates of family 

consumption substantially. The impact is most marked on older family groups. The adjustment saw 

the mean consumption of young family units increase between $800 and $1200, while the rnean 

consumption of mature family units rose by over $4000. These adjustments reinforce the trend of 

a declining mean consumption among young families, and gains by older families. The adjustrnent 

also suggests that mature family units (50-64 years) actually experienced some growth in 

consumption, rather than the stagnation that the expenditure data indicate. 

To put al1 four samples (1 978,1982,1986,1992) on a similar purchasing power footing, the 

expenditure data was converted to 1992 dollars using the consumer pnce index (cpi). For housing 

expenditures and housing values, the conversion to 1992 dollars was accomplished using the housing 

of housing inflation of 6% over the penod to the recommended 2% rate gives precisely the 8% 
return chosen here. Other researchers have adopted broadly similar rates. For example Davies 
(1979) suggests a 7.6% rate of return for Canadian housing. See also Wolfson (1979) and 
Kitchen (1 992) for other rent imputations in studies of Canada. See Yates (1 994, pp.50-5 1) for a 
review of international research on rates of return used in imputing the rent From housing. 

I91n 1978, such fi-ee goods averaged out at $609 per family, or 1.9% of family expenditures, 
however, the largest recorded value was $2 1.484. Other years were similar. 

'OUnfortunately, there is no information in the survey fi-om which the services from other 
consumer durables c m  be estimated. Because of this, expenditures on non-housing durables 
were used as an indicator of consurnption of the services of durable goods. It should be noted 
that this should provide a systematic over-estimate of consumption by young households. 



cpi." Each survey sample was then subdivided according to the reference person's (head) age. The 

subsamples chosen reflect farnily units where the head was young (34 years and under), middle aged 

(35-49 years), mature (50-64 yean), or senior (65+ years). 

One important final problem is that social well-being of a group is generally considered to 

be a product of individual well-being, not family well-being. Translating farnily consumption data 

into individual consurnption presents some rather well known dificulties, for which there are no 

consensus solutions. What is generally agreed is that simply dividing household consumption by the 

number of household members leads to under-estimates of consurnption -- particulariy for large 

families. The problem is that there are substantial econornies of scale in consumption, and different 

approaches for measuring these scale economies Iead to widely different estimates. The usual 

practice is to chose an appropriate method for measuring of adult equivalent units, and dividing 

through the family income by the number of adult equivalents in the family. 

Given that there are a number of different methodologies for cdculating the number of adult 

equivalent units? and that the choice of equivalence scale can affect the outcome of cornparisons 

(Coulter et al., 1992 a,b), a robust technique is needed. Buhrnann et al. (1988) found that most scales 

are closely correlated with the log of family size, so that they can be approximated as 

E ( d , )  = s,' 

ect to hou 

where di = vector of demographic variables 

Si = household size (number of members) 

e = elasticity of the equivalence scale with resp sehold size. 

The problem of choosing an appropriate equivaience scale then reduces to choosing an 

appropriate elasticity. Buhmann et al (1988) found that equivalence scales constructed for 

measuring poverty have an elasticity of 0.74, while scales designed to guide specialized program 

"The cpi and housing cpi were obtained fiom Statistics Canada's CANSIM database, series 
D4495 7 and P800280 respectively . 



spending have an average elasticity of 0.5. Economeîric methods that estimate the impact of changes 

in household size on spending arrive at elasticities in the order of 0.4. Questionnaire methods that 

elicit subjective evaluations of the cost of additional family members have elasticities that average 

out at about 0.24. For the purposes of this study, the base case analysis was done assuming an 

elasticity of OS, with sensitivity analysis done assuming elasticities of 1,0.75, 0.40,0.25. and 0." 

n i e  family consumption measure (expenditures plus include £iee goods plus the implicit rents from 

owner occupied homes less home-ownership expenditures) was then divided by the estimated adult 

equivalents in the family. Finally, this individual consumption was then attributed to each member 

of the family, with each family member's calculated consumption counting as a single observation 

in a new, enlarged sample of individuals. 

The sample means of consumption of the individualized data set are presented in table 3.4.1. 

The assumption of an elasticity of household size of 0.5 was maintained in converting the family 

data. At the beginning of the period under study, the sarnple means indicate that the location of the 

consumption distributions were remarkable similar for al1 working age family units. Over the period 

of study, large shifis occurred that introduced substantial differences between the different groups. 

The sample means suggest that older family units enjoyed gains in both consumption and non-labour 

time. while the youngest group saw consurnption and non-labour time fall. By 1992. the sarnple 

means of consumption and non-labour time of younger family units lay substantially below 1978 

levels. contrasting sharply with the progress expenenced by older fmi ly  units. 

- An elasticity of 1 is based on the assumption that there are no economies of scale, and that 
the consumption available is the total household consumption divided by the number of people. 
An elasticity of O is based on the assumption that each additional person places no new costs on 
the family, and consequentiy, that the consumption of each individual is best reflected by the 
total consumption of the family. The most common practice is t o  use equivalence scales that 
reflect elasticities between O and 1. By way of cornparison, the OECD poverty line uses an 
elasticity of 0.73, while the Canadian Low Income Cutoff (LICO) uses an elasticity of 0.56. 



Table 3.4.1 : Mean of Consumption By Individuals 

Young (-34 yrs) 

Middle (35-49 yn)  

Mature (50-64 yrs) 

The measures of individual consurnption still have some problems that have not been 

adjusted for. In particular, it was not possible to impute the services from other household durables, 

and so household durable expenditures provide the only indicator of such consumption. This should 

tend to cause a relative under-estimation of the consumption of older households. A second problem 

is that in-kind transfers by government (especially hedth and education) can provide a large portion 

of poor farnily consumption, but again data limitations prevent imputations of these amounts. 

Whether this matters in our cornparisons depends on whether durable goods consumption or in-kind 

govemrnent transfers are changing over the period. If they are not, the failure to properly account 

for these is not that serious when the difference between consumption distributions is the method 

of cornparison. 

Senior (65+ yrs) 

3.5 Results 

Does the use of consurnption measures of individual income alter the results? Estimation of 

the standard measures of difference using consurnption micro-data indicate a very similar trend of 

increasing difference between younger farnily units and older family units (table 3 .S. 1). 

1978 

2 1,252 

22,362 

22,742 

16,470 

1982 

19,678 

2 1,809 

23,684 

16,265 

1986 

20,506 

23,699 

25,080 

- -- - 

1992 

19,734 

22,873 

25,152 

18,544 18,876 



Table 3.5.1: Young ( ~ 3 5 )  versus Middle Aged (35-49) 

1 Measure 1 1978 1 1982 1 1986 1 1992 

1 RMEDIAN 

1 SCM 

RMEAN 

P(0,o) 

As the evidence indicates, al1 measures of between-group difference consistently indicate the 

emergence of a growing divide. 

Cornparisons between young family units and older working age family units (table 3.5.2) 

also indicate the sarne growing divide in living standards. The only peculiarity is that measures of 

difference indicate an even more rapid increase in the divide between young and old. 

Table 3.5.2: Young (-35) versus Older Working Aged (50-64) 

0.95038 

O. 12626 

1 Measure 1 1978 1 1982 1 1986 1 1992 

1 RMEDIAN 1 0.933 16 1 0.84894 1 0.84 190 1 0.79349 1 

0.90226 

0.20652 

The young farnily versus retired aged family (65+) cornparisons (table 3.5.3) present a 

different picture. Instead of divergence, there is consistent evidence of convergence of living 

standards of older family units towards the living standards of the group of younger family units. 

0.86530 

0.25327 

RMEAN 

P(0,o) 

SCM 

0.86276 

0.28003 

-- - 

0.93447 

O. 14439 

O. 13676 

0.86748 

0.282 16 

0.3 1007 

- - 

0.8 1765 

0.35275 

0.31491 

- - - 

0.74846 

0.41399 

0.399 16 



Table 3.5.3: Young (<3 5) versus Seniors (65+) 

Taken together, al1 measures indicate that the relative position of yomg family units has 

deteriorated over the period. While the evidence is much less complete, there is no evidence of a 

possible recovery in the relative position of the consurnption of young family units. Because these 

measures are based upon consumption, there is a strong indication of growing divide in living 

standards. 

These estimates were made under the assumption that the adult equivalence scde has an 

elasticity of 0.5. Presented in table 3.5.4, these indices are estimated under the different elasticity 

assumptions. The results indicate that the estimated difference is highly sensitive to the elasticity 

chosen, and that at lower elasticities (ie., greater economies of scale in consumption) the trend 

reverses itself by 1992. 

Estimates of the polarization measure, g, on the consumption data provides some 

confirmation of these trends (Table 3.53, but suggests that some caution be made in interpreting 

the type of differences appearing. Comparisons of young family units (c35 years) with middle-aged 

family units (35-49 years) shows no real change in measured polarization, while the cornparison 

between young family units and older working aged family units (50-64 years) shows evidence of 

a steady increase. 

Measure 

RMEDIAN 

RMEAN 

P(0,o) 

SCM 

1978 

1.3239 

1.2903 

0.4622 1 

0.496 17 

1982 

1.2598 

1.2098 

0.34992 

0.39936 

1986 

1.2016 

1.1058 

0.22 13 1 

0.29927 

1992 

1,1046 

1 .O455 

O. 1 1634 

0,18213 



Table 3.5.4: Young (c35) versus Middle Aged (35-49) 

0.5 1 RMEDIAN 1 0.93417 1 0.89841 1 0.88396 1 0.85430 

RMEAN 0.95038 0.90226 1 0.86530 0.86276 

p(o,o) O. 12626 0.20652 0.25327 0.28003 

1 SCM 10.14815 10.21180 10.23429 1 0.27699 

MW 0.44890 0.42728 0.41 1 14 0.40474 

1 .O RMEDIAN 1 .O884 1.0175 0.98 183 0.92479 

SCM -0.14263 -0.030388 0.0033263 O. 12232 

MW 0.56 129 0.5 1602 0.48726 0.462 1 O 

0.75 1 RMEDIAN 1 1.0034 
-- -- - - - - - -  - 

RMEAN 1 .O424 0.9797 1 0.92435 0.90630 

P(O,O) -0.05736 0.041355 O. 12539 O. 17669 

1 SCM 1 -0.0064167 1 0.076055 1 O. 12570 1 0.20808 

0.35 RMEDIAN 0.89742 0.85906 0.84308 0.84354 

RMEAN 0.90055 0.86055 0.833 16 0.83860 

P(0,o) 0.23644 0.305 12 0.3242 I 0.32462 

SCM 0.23565 0.30463 0.30732 0.3 1 1 O7 

MW 0.420 1 6 0.39553 0.38672 0.3871 8 



1 1 SCM 1 0.3 1 183 1 0.35835 

Elasticity 

0.25 

Table 3.5.5: The g index over time 

Mesure 

RMEDIAN 

RMEAN 

P(0,o) 

0.00 

When the components of the p index are examined it becomes clear that the growing 

difference in location between young and older family units was offset by steadily nsing inequality. 

These increases in inequality were not strong enough to offset the large increase in the differences 

in mean consumption between the youngest and oldest working age group, and hence polarization 

between these groups grew despite growing inequality. 

1978 

0.86965 

0.86935 

0.30454 

MW 

RMEDIAN 

RMEAN 

W,o) 

SCM 

p index 

Gini 

1982 

0.83504 

0.83453 

0.36150 

0.39502 

0.80775 

0.79776 

0.46686 

0.4468 1 

Measure 

<35 vs 35-49 

<35 vs 50-64 

<3 5 

1986 

0.8 1886 

0.8 1300 

0.36460 

0.3 7520 

0.783 16 

0.775 18 

0.48664 

0.46869 

2978 

2.43 24 1 

2.34302 

0.2 1776 

1982 

2.40236 

2.46755 

0.233 13 

1992 

0.82446 

0.82329 

0.34983 

0.37161 

0.783 1 8 

0.76679 

0.44796 

0.43856 

1986 

2.40980 

2.44086 

0.23739 

0.37658 

0.79757 

0.78776 

0.4 1025 

0.40 1 19 

1992 

2.43400 

2.69 137 

0.23724 



An examination of the robustness of these estimates to changes in the adult equivalence scale 

is presented in table 3.5.6. Like the difference measures, the estimates are highly sensitive to the 

elasticity assurnption used in calculating the index. The smaller the econornies of scale in household 

consumption(ie., the lower the elasticity), the greater is the estimated growth in polarization. As 

elasticities drop, the trends reverse themselves, and pol~za t ion  declines over the period. 

Table 3.5.6: The p index estimated using different adult equivalent scales (elasticities) 

While these sarnple estimates of the polarization index are suggestive, they are not definitive. 

First of all, there are an infinite number of potential measures of polarization, with the possibility 

that different choices might show different trends. Second, the sample estimates are not supported 

by a statistical inference procedure. Both problems are addressed in the proposed polarization 

ranking criteria and the Wald test of the joint inequality restrictions implied. Recall that polarization 

unambiguously increases if (ceteris paribus) the location differences between the two groups grow 

larger, or the scale of either group's distribution declines. To test for increasing polarization, a 3 

Elasticity 

1 .O0 

Measure 

<35 vs 35-49 

4 5  vs 50-64 

1978 

1.597 1 

1,8416 

1982 

1.6128 

1.938 1 

1986 

1.7435 

2.0957 

1992 

1.8393 

2.2908 



dimensional test statistic (v ) is calculated followed by a Wald test that distinguishes between the 

following two alternatives: 

H o :  v,zO V i  and v,>O f o r s o m e i ,  

H,: v , 2 0 .  

Multiplying the sample estimates by -1 allows the nul1 of decreasing polarization to be tested against 

the altemate of no ranking. By caiculating both Wald tests, a choice c m  be made between an 

increase in the polarization ranking, a decrease in the polarization ranking, and no clear change in 

the polarization ranking. The estimated P values for the 

upper value is the P-value for the test of increasing po 

value for the test of decreasing polarkation. 

Wald tests are presented in Table 3.5.7. The 

larization, while directly beneath it is the P- 

Table 3.5.7 Wald Tests for Increasing and Decreasing Polarization: P-Values 

1.22 x 1 O-" 
4.03 x IO-' 

-- 

2.93 x IO-' 
3.50 x 10m6 

2.06 x 1 O-' 
3.02 x 

5.30 x IO-' 
3.03 x IO4  

3.66 x 1 O-' 
3-24 x 1 O-' 



The test results show a high sensitivity to the elasticity assumption used in constnicting the 

adult equivalence scale. Under the assumption of an elasticity of 0.5, the tests indicate that 

polarization declined over the 1982-86 penod between young family units and both groups of older 

farnily units. Over the 1986-92 period, the tests indicate that polarization between the young and 

the older groups increased. This relatively weak result contrasts sharply with the estimated 

difference indices which al1 show a strong trend of increasing difference. 

Elasticity 

E = 0.25 

e = 0.00 

3.6 Conclusions 

'Yfyou cannot measure, your knowledge is rneagre and u ~ i s f a c t o r y .  " 

Lord Kelvin 

Measue 

a 5  vs 35-49 

<35 vs 50-64 

<35 vs 35-49 

4 5  vs 50-64 

This quotation, appearing on the facade of the Social Science Research Building at the 

University of Chicago, might well doom economics to a world of perpetual shadow if the well 

known difficulties in measuring social forces and social outcornes are insurmountable. This chapter 

attempts to push back the shadows somewhat by proposing a polarization index and a polarization 

ranking procedure for gauging the polarization between groups in society. 

Using household consumption data, polarization was measured between young and older 

1978-82 

2.00 x 1 0 - ~  
5.57 x 10" 

1.92 x IO" 
5.29 x 1 O-'' 

7.27 x IOmi3 
2.99 x IO4 

2.07 x 1 O-3 
2.53 x 10-lS 

1982-86 

4.60 x IO-l4 

1 .O0 

1.06 x 10-" 
1 .O0 

1.29 x 1 0'19 
1 .O0 

1.77 x 10"' 
1 .O0 

1 986-92 

8.37 x 10-1 
6.54 x 1 O-' 

8.27 x IO-' 
6.02 x 1 

, 

3.19 x IO-' 
6.78 x 1 O-' 

6.3 1 x 1 O-' 
2.57 x IO-' 



farnily units over time. The principal finding was that polarization between age groups did not 

rise strongly between generations, despite steady increases in other between-group measures of 

difference. This might explain why deepening divisions in living standards between the young 

and old have not been accornpanied by increasing social conflict. 

Beyond generational divisions in living standards are the social divisions from racism, 

sexism, class background. and regional underdevelopment. Claims that these persistent social 

pathologies tend to increase with development and counter-claims that they tend to decline 

(convergence) have been a source of intense empirical interest. Despite theoretical arguments for 

considering the homogeneity within groups dong with the heterogeneity between groups when 

assessing social divisions, measurement of the trends in regional, racial, and other social divisions 

have not exarnined changes to second moments - changes which can be very important to 

perceptions of social justice and social stability. The strategies developed here for measuring 

polarization between groups might well find usehl application in sorting out whether social 

convergence or divergence follows from development. 
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Chapter 4 

Intergenerational Changes 
In the Distribution of 

Household Income in Canada 



4.1 Introduction 

Economic growth has delivered higher standards of living for each successive generation 

of Canadians. 1s this still m e ?  

Increasing inequality of labour market earnings and persistently high rates of 

unemployment have raised concerns that some groups might be falling behind. Much of the 

evidence, however, is reassuring: inequality in famiiy income reveals no long-term trend;' rates 

of low family income seem to be falling;' the middle class seems to have held its own in terms of 

relative size and living standards;' and econornic insecurity has decreased! The puzzle that 

emerges is why public perceptions do not reflect this apparently positive picture. One possible 

piece of the puzzle is the emergence of a 'have not' generation of young families that has failed 

to realize the same economic success of preceding generations.' 

McWaners and Beach (1990) found that inequality in the distribution of income rose in 
the late 1960's. fell in the 1970's. rose again during the recession of the early 1980's and began 
to decline between 1984 and 1987. Blackburn and BIoom (1993) concluded that this and other 
studies of the distribution of family incorne "provide little indication of a significant trend in 
earnings inequality (p.237)." 

'The incidence of low income among Canadian families fell from 13.1 % in 1979 to 9.6 % 
in 1989. For children, the incidence of low incorne rose during the recession of the early 1980's, 
but fell back to pre-recession levels at the end of the decade (Picot and Myles, 1995). Anderson's 
(1995-a) smdy reinforces this view by finding that there was no systematic worsening of child 
poverty over the period. For the old, rates of low income declined drarnatically from 22.7 in 
1979 to 6.2 % in 1989 (Statistics Canada, 1989). 

Beach and Slotsve (1996) fmd that, while the rniddle class has done less well than upper 
incorne groups, there has been no drop in the living standards or size of the Canadian middle 
class , despite increased polarization of individual eamings . 

" Beach and Slotsve (1996) also measured economic insecurity and found that "a general 
downward trend persists in the income gap and composite measures of economic insecurity in 
family income" (p.113). They attribute this decline to the rise of multiple-eamer families, 
declining importance of eaniings to family income, and a growth in the importance of govement 
tram fers. 

Foot (1996) provides an informal discussion of the demographic forces that can lead to 
generational changes in the distribution of income. 



To examine whether 

the income distribution of 

a 'have not' generation of young families emerged over the 19801s, 

young families (head less than 35 years) in 1979 and 1989 were 

compared using non-pararnetric tests for stochastic dominance. The results indicated that many 

young families did see a drop in living standards, with no decile seeing an improvement. 

Repeating the tests for rniddle aged farnilies (35-49), older farnilies (50-64), and retired families 

(65+), the results indicated that most older farnilies saw improvements in living standards, with 

no decile of any older age group seeing a decline. 

Several issues m u t  be dealt with before the results are formally presented. First, the link 

between stochastic dominance of income distributions and changes in living standards is revie wed. 

The statistical tests that determine whether one income distribution stochastically dominates 

another are then presented. Following this, the survey data of household income are described 

and conversion to comparable measures of individual income is explained. Finally, the results 

are examined and some conclusions are drawn. 

4.2 Corn paring Living Standards Using Stochastic Dominance Criteria 

Traditionally, researchers have examined the income distribution to measure changes in 

living  standard^.^ Economic growth, reduced economic inequality, and falling poverty have each 

been used as evidence of progress in living standards. While a wide variety of surnmary measures 

is available for perfonning such cornparisons of living standards, they each ignore some part of 

the income distribution important to social well-being. 

Rather than limiting attention to surnrnary statistics, we will work with cumulative 

distribution functions (cdf s) drawn fi-om the following set of possible cdf s 

5 = {F: R + - [O. 11 1 F is nondecreasing and right continuous: 
F ( 0 )  =O ; and F(s,) = 1 for some sF < -1. 

As is well known, living standards and social well-being, are certainiy a product of 
more than income and its distribution. The usual practice is to treat income as a proxy for 
individual well-being and carefully note the implications of such a compromise. See Appendix 
2 for a discussion of income as an indicator of well-being. 



For a given income distribution, each income level y in R+ is associated with a probability F(y) 

that a randornly observed individual will have an income level that is lower or just equal to y.' 

To rank two income distributions, some social ranking criterion needs to be applied. 

Consider the following general class of social welfare functionals 

o = { w ( F )  1 W ( F )  = [ u ( x ) d ~ ( x )  , where u:R* - R 1 . 
O 

Social welfare functions drawn from this class idente the level of welfare with the average utility 

of income for some utility function. In addition to being intuitive, this class has the added appeal 

of syrnmetry and replication in~ariance.~ Finally , measures from this class c m  be thought of as 

representing a decision-rnakers expected utility of a gamble over a place in society, the outcome 

of which is govemed by the known income distribution of that society. Vickrey (1945), Harsanyi 

(19531, and Rawls (1971) have argued that the attitudes over such a gamble, from behind a 'veil 

of ignorance', can be used to elicit disinterested, moral preferences . 

Given this class of social welfare functionals, disagreement on the ranking of income 

distributions can then be traced to differences of opinion on the weighting function u. The 

oppominity for disagreement can be reduced if anaiysts agree on reasonable restrictions on u, that 

reduce the set of welfare functionals that may be considered. Three increasingly restrictive 

subsets of CL) that have received attention in the literature are: 

The Lorenz and Generalized Lorenz representations are the most common basis for 
cornparison using dominance criteria. Both curves can be expressed as transformations of an 
underlying cdf (Gastwirth, 197 1). 

'Symmetry is the property that switching the outcornes of two individuals leaves social 
welfare unchanged. For this reason symmetry is also known as anonyrnity. Replication 
invariance is the property that merging two identical income distributions leaves social welfare 
unchanged from the welfare of the two identical distributions considered separately . This is also 
referred to as population hornogeneity . 

The  famous Harsanyi-Sen debate concerning whether social welfare functionals from this 
class can be thought of as  utilitarian is reviewed by Weymark (1991). 



The set 0,  is based on the restriction that u should be increasing in income. Ln effect this is 

sirnply the Pareto criterion that judges any change that leaves one person better off without 

reducing the welfare of anyone else to be a welfare improving change. From the perspective of 

a gamble over a place in society, this simply requires that all participants who evaluate the gamble 

have preferences that reflect nonsatiation over the domain of F. The set restricts attention to 

welfare functionals in which a mean preserving transfer from a better off person to a less well off 

person increases welfare. This condition is analogous to the Pigou-Dalton principle of transfers, 

and consistent with a diminishing marginal utility of income. Finally, the set Cd3 reshicts attention 

to welfare functionals that give more weight to mean preserving income transfers between penon 

at lower income levels. Known as the property of transfer sensitivity in the inequality literanire, 

its analogue in the choice under uncertainry literature is decreasing absolute risk aversion. 

Given the problem of ranking two income distributions, FA and FB, there will be unanimity 

among social welfare evaluators if stochastic dominance can be established, even if there is no 

agreement on the precise welfare functional to use.1° To defuie stochastic dominance, begin with 

a distribution function F drawn fiom F, let F, = F, and recursively define 

[The application of stochastic dominance fkst appeared in econornic theory as critena for 
ordering uncertain prospects. First and second order stochastic dominance were introduced 
sirnultaneously in articles by Hadar and Russel (1969), Hanoch and Levy (1969), and Rothschilds 
and Stiglitz (1970). Third order stochastic dominance was explored by Whitmore (1970). These 
arguments for ordering expected utility are sufficient for ordering income distributions using the 
average utility formulation of welfare presented here. 



Strict nth-degree stochastic dominance relations (k, ) are then defmed on F as 

F A  hn F B  iff F A * F B  and F,*(x) 2 F ~ ' ( X )  f o r a l l x ~ [ O , = ) .  

If nth order stochastic dorninance of FA over FB can be established, then al1 those evaluating social 

welfare using a social welfare drawn from on will unanirnously prefer FA. Furthemore, nth order 

stochastic dominance aiso implies that FA will be ranked higher by stochastic dominance criteria 

of order (n+ 1) and higher. As stochastic dominance rankings are unanimity rankings, they 

provide much more powerfûl evidence of progress than can be provided by competing s u m a r y  

measures on the income distribution, or by various cardinalizations of the social welfare 

function. Unforninately, like the Pareto criterion (another unanimity ranking), the ranking is 

incomplete on F. It is, however, much less demanding than the Pareto criterion, and the 

usefulness of the principle in ranking social outcornes becomes an empirical question. 

Even if the social welfare arguments are not compelling, the existence of a-degree 

stochastic dominance of one income distribution over another cm be shown to imply that there 

is unambiguously less poverty in the dominating distribution according to any adegree poverty 

index chosen. l2 Therefore, demonstrating that one income distribution stochastically dominates 

l1It should be pointed out that most applications of dominance criteria to the problem of 
ranking income distributions has proceeded along slightly different lines than followed in this 
paper. Atkinson (l970), and Dasgupta. Sen, and Starrett (1973) proved that for two disaibutions 
with equal means, if one Lorenz dominates the other, the dorninating distribution will be preferred 
by al1 social welfare functionals drawn from o,. Shorrocks (1983) explored the problem of 
ranking income distributions when means varied and discovered that generalized Lorenz 
dominance is sufficient to generate an identical ranking for all social welfare functionals drawn 
from o,. While a useful tool, generalized Lorenz dorninance is equivalent to second-order 
stochastic dominance. Saposnik (1981) found that tank-order dominance provided a consensus 
ranking for social welfare functionals drawn from o,. Rank-order dominance is analogous to 
frst-order stochastic dorninance. Third-order stochastic dominance has been utilized by Davies 
and Hoy (1994) to examine relative inequality and the meaning of ûansfer sensiùvity. 

l2 It is unambiguous because it will be m e  for any poverty level chosen. Foster et al 
(1984) introduced adegree poverty orderings, while Foster and Shorrocks (1988) explored their 
relationship with a-degree stochastic dominance, for a = 1, 2, and 3. 



another, allows a simultaneous conclusion that the level of poverty is lower and that the level of 

welfare is higher in one distribution than the other. 

4.3 Testing For Stochastic Dominance 

Estimation and testing are performed using the techniques developed by Anderson (1996). 

Samples are drawn from the two populations king compared. The two samples are then pooled. 

rank ordered, and the 9 observations that break the pooled sample into deciles are found.13 The 

largest observation in the pooled sample is then added to form the vector of partitions, y = [ y, ,  

y2, . . . , y Then each sample is separately examined to see how many observations fa11 in each 

income category defined by the partition points. Two vectors are formed 

Where $ A  = the number of observations from sornple A 

thot fa11 into the income category defined &y (y, -yi-,) . 

BiB = the nurnber of observations from sample B 
that full into the income category defined by (yi  -yi- , )  . 

A X iA  = R = the number of observarions in sample A , 

glB = n = the number of observations in sarnple B .  

These sample statistics are realizations of multinomial random variables XA and XB. The 

parameters governing these random variables are the unknown probabilities PA= (PIA, PzA, . . . , 

Pl;) and PB," and the sample sizes nA and nB. Asymptotically, the sample estimates of X A and 

13While the cell boundaries are stochastic, this does not alter the asyrnptotic results 
discussed in what follows. For deuils, see Anderson (1996) and the references therein. It should 
also be noted that other quantiles could be used in this procedure. 

l4 PA and PB are deterrnined by the unlaiown cdf s FA and FB and the partition points (y,, 
y,, ... , y,,) on the sample space. 



X will have a normal distribution 

and a. = n ' 

where i = A ,  B 

i i 
Pi  = n i  [P,.P,, .. .P:I 

If the ce11 fiequency vectors PA and PB were imown, then the distribution functions at the partition 

points could be recovered as a vector 

where i = A ,  B .  

Furthermore, the integrals of FA and Fa can be approxirnated at the partition points as 

FZA (y) = IF If PA , F3* (y) = IFIF II PA, 

FZB O>) = IF 4 PB , F3B (Y) = IFIF If PB, 



w here 

and 

Under the nul1 hypothesis that both sarnples are drawn from the sarne distribution: 

1 .  P A = P B = P  



Retuniing again to the tests for stochastic dominance, the null and three alteniate 

hypothesis c m  be expressed as: 

Under the null hypothesis, the test statistics will have well behaved distributions: 

H o  

Hl 

Hz 

I H3 

and the covariance matrix can be consistently estimated from the combined sample as 

First Order 

I,v = O  

I , v s O  

1 ,v  + O  

I,v r O 

I , v  + O  

I f v + 0  

but not Hl or H, 

Second Order 

IFIf v = O 

IFIf v r O 

IFI, v + O 

IF& v r O 

IFIf v + O 

IFIf v + O 

but not H, or H, 

Third Order 

IFIFIf v = O 

IFIFIf v i O 

I,I,I, v + O 

IFIFIf v 2 O 

IFIFIf v + O 

IFIFIf v * O 

but not Hl or Hz 



Examination of these various hypotheses may follow two routes. Either tests for inequality 

constraints advocated in Wolak (1989) and Kodde and Palm (1986) may be invoked, or multiple 

cornparison procedures developed in Richmond (1982) may be employed. The latter is chosen 

here because it is more informative. Using the studentized Maximum Modulus Distributionts 

Beach and Richmond (1985) have employed such a multiple c o m p ~ s o n  in developing confidence 

regions for Lorenz curves, and it is straightforward to extend their approach. 

Retuming to the question of whether standards of living are continuing to rise for each 

generation (FI,), we now have some simple yet powerfbl tools with which to assess the data. By 

forming 

and dividing each element of this vector by its respective standard error, a set of test statistics is 

formed for examining the various hypothesis. If at least one element is significantly positive, and 

no elements are significantly negative, then the nul1 hypothesis is rejected and the altemate of 

fmt order stochastic dominance is accepted. We can then conclude that the evidence supports the 

view that living standards have risen. No further testing is then required as first order stochastic 

dominance implies second order stochastic dominance, which in tum hnplies third order stochastic 

dominance. 

lSStoline and Ury (1979) provide tables of the distribution and a discussion of the 
characteristics of relevant test statistics. 



Failure to reject the nul1 hypothesis leads to testing for second order stochastic dominance 

by forming 

and proceeding in a similar fashion. Finally if neither frst nor second order stochastic dominance 

is found, third order stochastic dominance may be tested by forming 

CF IF 1, " 
and following the sarne methodology. 

M i l e  these tests examine whether standards of living have risen between 1979 and 1989, 

it is simple to examine whether standards of living have fallen. Because the test is syrnmetric, the 

same pracedure may be followed with tests being employed in the opposite direction. Finally, if 

some elements of the test vector are significantiy greater than zero, and some significantiy less, 

we can accept the final alternate hypothesis that the two distributions are different but cannot be 

ranked . 

4.4 The Data 

Statistics Canada's Household Income, Facilities, and Equipment (HIFE) microdata files 

contain large samples of household income for a wide range of years. l6 Collected under the Survey 

of Consumer Finances (SCF), the dataset provides detailed breakdowns of household income by 

source, and total taxes paid. For the purposes of this study , we collected data on total household 

income (earnings + investment income + govemment transfers + retirement pensions + 
superannuations and annuities + other money income) and total household tax payments for the 

years 1979 and 1989. The Consumer Price Index, as reported in the IMF's International Finance 

Statistical Yearbook, was used to deflate household incomes to a cornmon base (1989 dollars). 

l 6  Blackburn and Bloom (1993) in their review of Canadian evidence point to the 
numerous applications of this data over the last 20 years. 



Each sample was then divided according to the age of household head. The defined 

categones were: less than 35 yean of age; 35 to 49 years; 50 to 64 yean; 65 years and over. We 

are particularly interested in comparing how young families in 1989 compare with young families 

in 1979, and generally how the evolution of the income distribution of young families compares 

with that of older families." 

Simply comparing the distribution of household income is legitimate. however, there are 

a nurnber of reasons for preferring comparisons of the distribution of individual income. The most 

compelling is that household income distributions are highly sensitive to changes in household 

composition. W ithout converting to individual measures, rankings over tirne will fail to 

distinguish between changes in consumption possibilities and changes in household composition. 

Another reason for converting each household observation to a set of individual 

observations is that the most appealing justification for the use of stochastic dominance criteria 

is based on a social welfare argument. The standard welfarist approach is to consider each 

individual's utility as separately contributing to social welfare. Therefore for the stochastic 

dominance rankings to have the welfare implications discussed earlier, it is important to convert 

to individual income. 

Conversion of household data to individuai income presents two well known problems for 

measurement. The first is that there are economies of scale in consumption within a household. 

The second problem is that of measuring the distribution of economic power -and its consequent 

satisfaction - within the household. The standard approach to the first problem is to assume that 

economies of scale can be approximated by dividing household income by an index of "adult 

equivalents" . For the second problem we will attribute the sarne purchasing power to each person 

in the household. This is clearly unrealistic, however, for comparisons over tirne it will be 

sufficient so long as intra-household distribution of economic power does not alter substantially. 

l7 The years 1979 and 1989 were chosen because they are both near the end of an 
expansionary phase of a business cycle. By estirnating and comparing income distributions at 
approximately the same point in the business cycle, we rninirnize the probability of confusing 
cyclical movements with secular change. Growth and unemployment trends in Canada are 
presented in Appendix 2, figure A. 1. 



A very large number of equivalence scales have been constructed, and the choice of 

equivalence scale can affect the outcome of cornparisons (Coulter et al, 1992-a,b). Most consider 

demographic characteristics of the household as the principle set of factors affecting the 

equivalence scaie. Because most equivalence scales are closely correlated with the log of farnily 

size, they can be accurately approximated as 

where di = vector of demographic variables, 

Si = household size, 

e = elasticity of the equivalence scale with respect to household size.18 

The problem of what equivalence scale to choose can therefore be reduced to what elasticity to 

use. A survey of commoniy used equivaience scales indicates that four estimation methodologies 

have predorninated, and that each rnethodology cm be associated with a fairly narrow and distinct 

range of elasticity measures. Equivalence scales constructed for measuring poverty have an 

elasticity of 0.74, with the OECD poverty line having an average elasticity of 0.73. Equivalence 

scales constructed to guide specialized program spending have an average elasticity of 0.5, with 

the Canadian LICO equivalence scale having an elasticity of 0.56. Econornetric rnethods for 

estimating the impact of changes in household size on spending have elasticities that average out 

at about 0.4. Methods based on questionnaires that elicit subjective evaluations of the cost of 

additional family rnernbers have elasticities that average out at about 0.24. 

Based on these fmdings, a sensible approach is to adopt an elasticity of 0.5 and check to 

see whether the results are sensitive alterations in the elasticity. Alternatives examined include: 

1, 0.75, 0.35, 0.25 and 0.0. 

After al1 household income is converted to a common purchashg power base of 1989 

dollars, divided by the household's number of adult equivalents, and classified according to age 

la  See Buhmann et al (1988) for a discussion of this approximation. 



of head, the final step is to attribute the adjusted income to each individual in the household. 

Finally, a 20% random sample was taken of each dataset so created. 

Frorn the summary statistics of each sample used in the cornparisons (see Appendix 3) a 

few rough trends in the income distribution are visible. Mean and median market income, More 

taxes and transfers, have risen substantially, and dispersion has dropped for every group but 

young families. For young families. the story is reversed with the mean and median market 

incomes dropping significantly over the sarne period. After taxes and transfers, net income 

exhibits the same trends, except that dispersion in the incomes of young families has diminished 

a small amount. Because of this we might expect that for al1 but young families, standards of 

living have risen. We wish to see whether this suspicion is supported by the data. Beyond this 

we might suspect that standards of living based on market hcomes have fdlen for young families. 

After taxes and transfers, the summary data presents no indication. The mean and median have 

dropped, but so too has dispersion. The tests for first, second and third order stochastic 

dominance should help us more precisely determine what is happening to living standards. 

4.5 Resdts 

After pooling the 1979 and 1989 samples, 9 observations were chosen that broke the 

pooled sample into deciles. Using the income of each of these 9 observations plus the largest 

income a vector 

was formed that defined ten income cells as {(O to y,), (y, to y3, . . . , (y, to yio)}. 

Each sample was then examined separately to see how many observations fell into each 

cell. The resulting two vectors 



formed the basic statistics used in estimation and testing. 

By dividing each of these vectors by their respective sarnple sizes, and then rnultiplying 

by the 1, rnatrix, estimates of the 1979 and 1989 cdf of income after taxes and transfers were 

made. Figure 4.5-1 shows the estirnated cdf for individuals from all households in 1979 and 1989 

for incorne after taxes and transfers. As is evident. the estimated sample distribution has shifted 

to the right - indicating that economic growth is contiming to provide improved living standards 

for al1 deciles. Breaking apart these samples to examine young families (less than 35 years), 

middle aged families (35-49), prime eanllng families (50-64), and older families (65+ years) 

reveals a different picture. Figure 4.5.2 shows that the estimated distribution has shifted back 

for young families, while figures 4.5.3, 4.5.4, and 4.5.5 show that it has shifted out for al1 other 

fani i l ie~.~~ Exarnining the income of young families before taxes and transfers (figure 4.5.6) 

reveals that market forces were pushing more people into lower income categories. 

figure 4.5.1- ALL HOUSEHOLDS 

CDF IN f979 AND 1989 
NET lXCOYE 
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lqn fact the distribution for older families (figure 5.5) seems to have moved the most. 



figure 4.5 -2 - YOUNG HOUSEHOLDS 

CDF IN 1979 AND 1988 
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figure 4.5.3 - MIDDLE AGED HOUSEHOLDS 
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figure 4.5.4 - HOUSEHOLDS IN THEIR PRIME EARNING YEARS 

CDF IN 1979 AN0 1989 
u n  mt0u.E 

figure 4.5.5 - RETIRED HOUSEHOLDS 



figure 4.5.6 - YOUNG HOUSEHOLDS BEFORE TAXES AND TRANSFERS 

CDF IN 1979 AND 1989 
U A I E L T  YCWC 

Determining whether these apparent shifts provide enough evidence for some form of 

stochastic dominance requires making the statistical tests outlined in section 4.3.2. A summary 

of the output of these tests is presented in tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. Table 4.5.1 presents the results 

of comparing incorne before transfers have been received and taxes removed. At the 1% level 

of significance it is easy to reject the null hypothesis for each age group and accept the alternative 

of first order stochastic dominance. The important distinction to notice is that the 1989 income 

dominates 1979 income for middle age families and older, while the reverse is m e  for young 

families. What also should be noted is that the result is robust to changes in the adult equivalence 

scale used in transforming household income into individual income. 

The results froin comparing net income (income after transfers and taxes) are presented 

in table 4.5.2. For any reasonable economy of scale in household consumption. the very strong 

result of first order dominance carries through. The only difference of note is that if one is not 

prepared to accept that there are any economies of scale in household consumption, then the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected. 



table 4.5.1: Comparing 1979 and 1989 Market Incorne 

table 4.5.2: Comparing 1979 and 1989 Net Income 

1'  

A rather important question these results raise is whether they indicate a change in 

previous secular trends? A complete answer to this question is impossible, however a partial 

EIasticity 

1 ,O0 

o. 75 

0.50 

0.35 

0.25 

0.00 

answer can be provided by comparing household income in 1971 and 1979. Using the same micro 

data source and the same methodology , such a comparison was made. Presented in table 4.5 -3, 

Young 

-1st 

-1st 

-1st 

-1st 

-1st 

-1st. 

the tests reveai that for al1 age groups, 1979 market income (before taxes and tramfers) exhibits 

first order stochastic dominance of market income in 1971. The results from a comparison of net 

Middle 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

Prime 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

Senior 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 

1st 



income (income afier taxes and government transfers) is presented in table 4.5.4. Again the tests 

indicate that net income in 1979 exhibits first order stochastic dominance over net income in 1971 

for al1 groupings considered. A visual presentation of the evidence indicates how strongly living 

standards rose for ail age groups between 1971 and 1979. Figures 4.5.7,4.5.8,4.5.9, and 4.5.10 

show the sarnple estimates of the cdf s of income for young, middle aged, prime eamîng, and 

retired households, respectively . The conclusion to be drawn is that a peculiar downtum affecthg 

only young families occurred over the 1980's. 

table 4 -5.3 : Comparing 197 1 and 1979 Market Income 

Elasticity 1 Young 1 Middle 1 PNne 1 senior 

table 4.5.4: Comparing 1971 and 1979 Net Income 

l 
Elasticity Young Middle Prime Senior 



figure 4.5.7 - YOUNG HOUSEHOLDS 
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figure 4.5.8 - MIDDLE AGED HOUSEHOLDS 



figure 4.5.9 - HOUSEHOLDS IN THEIR PRIME EARNING YEARS 

CDF IN 1971 AND 1973 
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figure 4.5.10 RETIRED HOUSEHOLDS 

CDF IN 1971 AND 1979 
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4.6 ConcIusions 

The puzzle of nsing economic insecurity with general prosperity would seem to have a 

simple solution. Insecurity is on the rise because young families are facing a perverse outcome 

in which living standards are falling despite economic growth. Economic growth no longer seems 

to be delivering higher living standards to each successive generation of Canadians. This solution 

raises a deeper question of why the young are unable to capitalize on their relatively more 

abundant human capital. Technological change, and the ensuing economic restrucniring, has 

apparently not had the expected distributional impacts. The long run impact, of these changes is 

still uncertain. 

A second surprise in the results is the apparently lirnited impact of govermnent tramfer 

policy on poverty and social welfare, as compared with the impact of structural changes to factor 

markets. The conventional wisdom is that government was responsible for insulating the Canadian 

family over the 19801s, and hence responsible for insuring that poverty went down and social 

welfare went up." The evidence, however, indicates that the changes in the distribution of market 

eamings benefited al1 groups but the young, and that the government was unable to undo the hann 

to the young from these changes. 

One fmal surprise that deserves some thought is the relative ease of establishing fust order 

stochastic dominance. At the very least, the results suggests that fint order stochastic dominance 

is a practical and perhaps more useful ranking criterion than the less general criterion provided 

by generalized Lorenz dominance. 

2oBlackbum and Bloom (1993) found that "increases in transfer income seem to have 
played a large role in keeping economic inequality from rising in Canada (p.253)." Card and 
Freeman (1993) surveyed a number of studies and concluded that Canada's more activist policies 
"mitigated the forces that tended to increase inequality and poverty (p. 18)." 
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5.1 Introduction 

Between 1979 and 1989 real per capita GDP grew by over 20 %?' and yet the earnings of 

young families were lower in 1989 than they were in 1979. By contmst, al1 other age-groups saw 

earnings nse over this same period. This puvling decline in the earnings of the young may have 

been caused by something other than a decline in living standards. For instance. the time path of 

earnings may have shified, with lower eamings early in life compensated by the expectation of rapid 

future gains.? Another possibility is that young families may simply be shifting out of the 

monetized economy and increasing their consumption of leisure and home produced services. A 

third possibility is that a temporary negative economic shock appeared that affected young families 

more strongly than older farnilies. 

To see whether a generation gap in living standards emerged over the period, family 

consumption expenditures and non-labour time are examined. Consumption expenditure better 

reflects permanent income, making it less likely to be affected by temporary shocks than annual 

income.' Second, any shifi out of the monetized economy will be immediately registered as an 

increase in leisure. Taken together, consumption expenditures and non-labour time provide a much 

more reliable rnetric of the economic power and well-being of individuals than current income. The 

problem posed by this joint measure of individual well-being is how to use it in ranking social 

outcornes. 

'The growth in per-capita GDP was calculated using CANSIM senes D44960 (Gross 
Domestic Product Per Person) and D 14476 (GDP Implicit Price Index). 

'For instance, if the premium has nsen on education, it might be expected that young 
families would delay entering the labour force, and pay the oppomuiity cost of lower earnings 
mrly in life. Another possibility is that anticipated future bequests or transfee may have risen, 
which might cause labour market effort to fall. 

jAccording to the permanent income hypothesis, consumption changes are a response to 
changes in permanent income (or wealth). For this reason, numerous recent studies have 
recommended the use of consurnption expenditures in ranking social states. For example, see 
Cutler and Katz (1 991), Jenks(1984), Mayer and Jenks(1989), Slesnik (1 993), Blundell and 
Preston (1 996). and Deaton and Paxson (1991). 



The paper begins by discussing the use of Atkinson and Bourguignon's (1982) stochastic 

dominance criteria for ranking joint distributions. Following this, Anderson's (1 996) non-pararnetric 

test for stochastic dominance in univariate distributions is extended to test for stochastic dominance 

in bivariate distributions. The techniques used in constructing a micro-data set of consumption 

expenditures and non-labour time are then presented. Finaily, the test results are exarnined and some 

conclusions drawn. The main hd ing  is that bodi the distribution and path of living standards were 

altered by the two recessions, with living standards falling for young families, and nsing for al1 other 

age groups. 

5.2 Comparing Living Standards 

Imagine that each social outcome c m  be represented by a joint cumulative distribution 

function (F) of consumption expenditures (c) and non-labour time (t). The problem of ranking social 

outcomes then becomes a problem of ranking two distributions drawn from the set of possible 

distributions, 

-9 = ( F: R * - [O, 11 ( F is nondecreasing and right continuous; 
F(0,O) = O ;  and F(c=S, t  = T )  = 1 for some sF <m). 

To rank two distributions drawn from 9, consider the very general class of social welfare 

functionals, 

w = (w(F) 1 W(F) = [ / u ( c , t ) d ~ ( c , t )  , where u : ~ '  - R 1 . 

This set of welfare functionals has a number of advantages. The first is that a large set of 

disinterested private preferences over social outcomes is contained in o. To see why, imagine that 

each person must choose between two gambles, with each garnble having outcomes govemed by a 

joint distribution representing a particular social state. Rawis (1971) argued that such a choice. from 

behind a veil of ignorance, is sirnilar to disinterested choice over social States. If each person acts 

as an expected utility rnaximizer, then each person will evaluate social outcomes using a hc t iona l  



drawn from a, and will prefer the social outcome that yields the highest expected utility. 

The second, more comrnon justification for this form of the social welfare function is based 

on average utility having the desireable properties of symrnetry and replication invariance. 

Syrnrnetry (also known as anonymity) ensures that switching the positions of two persons leaves the 

level of welfare unchanged. Replication invariance (also known as population homogeneity) ensures 

that joining two identical populations leaves the welfare measure unchanged from the measure for 

each population separately. Any average utility met+ will meet these basic cnteria, and so meet 

what many feel to be a reasonable minimum standard that a social welfare metric must have. 

Whatever the justification, the weighting function (u) has not been specified, leaving 

tremendous scope for disagreement over the relative merits of two social states.* By choosing a 

specific function, al1 social states ciin be ranked, and the distance between social states can be 

measured. While completeness and cardinality are desirable properties of any metric, they require 

ruling out reasonable weighting functions. Altematively, stochastic dominance criteria can provide 

sufficient conditions under which persons using different social welfare functions for evaluating 

social outcomes will unanimously agree on the ranking. 

While such unanimity critena for ranking social outcomes have been occasionally used for 

ranking income distributions, there has been linle application to bivariate distributions. This is 

somewhat surprising as the extension to bivariate distributions is relatively straightforward and the 

theory for doing so has been available for sorne time. Following Atkinson and Bourguignon (1 982). 

restrict the weighting Function (u) to be increasing in both consurnption and non-labour tirne.' This 

simply requires that any increase in consumption or non-labour time of any person be viewed as 

welfare improving. This essentially is a stochastic version of the Pareto criterion. Further 

restrictions on the cross partial derivatives of the utility function, weaken the requirements for 

unanimity M e r .  Three sets of restrictions on the utility function, and hence on the set of welfare 

"Harsanyi (1953) closes this source of disagreement by assurning that the thought 
experirnent goes fwther in requiring a lottery over tastes as well as endowments. 

'Atkinson and Bourguignon (1982) looked at the joint distribution of incomes and life- 
expectancy. 



functionals, that are considered here are: 

0- = {w € O 

o- = {w E O 

u = 0- U O' 

For unanimity arnong ail social welfare functionais drawn 6om these sets, ail that is required 

are a few variants of first order stochastic dominance. For ail social welfare functionals drawn from 

o*, distribution A will be preferred to distribution B if 

For sociai welfare fùnctionals drawn fiom d, A will be preferred to B if 

V c a n d t ,  K ~ ( c , ~ ) - K ~ ( c , ~ )  < O 

3 c or t , K A ( c , t )  - l C B ( c , t )  < O , 

where K ( c , t )  - [ F ( c , t ) - r ( c ) - f ( t ) ] ,  

P(c) and f ( t )  are the marginal distributions of F(c,t) . 

If both conditions are satisfied, then there will be unanimity, even if there is disagreement over the 

cross-partial derivative? Because of such unanirnity, stochastic dominance rankings provide more 

6This result was first proven by Hadar and Russel (1 974, Theorem 5.8) in their 
exarnination of stochastic dominance criteria for ranking joint distributions when choice is 
uncertain. Atkinson and Bourguignon (1 982) made the M e r  connection to ranking joint 
distributions with ranking social outcornes. 

'This result is due to Levy and Paroush (1974, Theorem 2). 

8Atkinson and Bourguignon (1 982) provide conditions for second order dominance, 
however, the conditions are somewhat difficult to implement statistically, and are unnecessary if 
first order stochastic dominance can be demonstrated. The results of the last chapter suggest that 



powerfid evidence of progress than can be provided by popular surnmary measures of inequality or 

poverty, or by various cardinalizations of the social welfare fûnction. Unfomuiately, like the Pareto 

criterion, the ranking is incomplete over social states (incomplete over 9). Because it is much less 

dernanding than the Pareto critenon, social rankings may be easier to establish. 

5.3. Testing For Stochastic Dominance in Joint Distributions 

The statisticai problem is to use sarnple data to make inferences about (FA-FB ) and (KA-KB)P 

The non-parametric procedure developed here is an extension of Anderson's (1 996) procedure for 

testing stochastic dominance in univariate  distribution^.'^ Living standards for each group can be 

thought of as being generated by a random variable with outcornes (c,t) E CxT. Associated with this 

random variable is an unknown cdf. F: CxT - [0,1]. By choosing (k-1) partitions on C (the 

expenditure domain) and (q-1) partitions on T (the non-labour tirne domain), the support of the joint 

distribution cm be divided up into kq cells. The probability of Ianding in ce11 ij then is Pij = Prob(c 

E (ci., , cJ n t E (t,, , tJ}. If the k by q matrix piJ were known, the unknown cdf could be calcdated 

at kq discrete points as 

first order stochastic dominance is fairly easy to establish when comparing univariate 
distributions. 

In the literature, application of stochastic dominance tests to sarnple data have ofien 
failed to employ a statistical inference procedure. Two problems occur with such ad hoc 
inference procedures. First of all, one sample distribution may appear to stochastically dorninate 
the other, yet the differences may be very small. Second, it may be the case that one sample 
distribution briefly crosses another at one point, but everywhere else appears to stochastically 
dominate. Decisions over whether such small differences matter or are simply artifacts of a 
lirnited sample are dificult to defend without a formal procedure. 

loThis approach was taken because standard distributional assumptions are untenable 
when estimating the distribution of living standards, and because survey data are sufficiently 
plentifûl to warrant confidence in the results of the asymptotic tests. 



By stacking the colurnns of [Pi,] and Fi,], the matrices can be conveniently vectorized as 

n = v e c  [P , ]=@?, ' ,P .21 ,P .3 '  ,... ,PJ1  

@=vec  [ F i j ] = F . , ' , F ; , F . , ' ,  ..., F . , ' ] ' = ~ p L J x  

where L, and L, are lower tnangular matrices of ones having order q and k respectively. By counting 

the nurnber of observations in each cell, and recording them in a sample count vector 

the x and @ vectors c m  be estimated as the sample statistics: 

The distribution of these sample statistics can be deduced by noting that the vector of ce11 counts is 

govemed by a multinomiai distribution 

with unknown parameters (n) determined by the unknown underlying distribution and the choice 

of the cell partitions. Asymptotically. the vector of cell counts wil1 converge to a multivariatr 

normal distribution 

where Q = 



We can then conclude that our sample estimates of x and Jr will be asymptotically normal: 

Sarnple estimates of the marginal distributions are obtauied in a straightfonuard manner. First. form 

where Di = (ci - q - , )  , 4  = (ti - t,, ) , and c, = t, = O. Then the sarnple estimate of the marginal 

distributions at the ce11 partitions can be approximated as: 

A vectorized version of the 

R 

where L, and L, are vectors of ones of dimension q and k respectively, and where 1, and 1, are identity 

matrices of dimension q and k respectively. The two test statistics will then have the convenient 

property of being asymptotically normal: 



where L = [ L ~ @ L ~ ]  and K = [ Iq , -  1 / 2 [ i q @ I k ] [ d @ I J -  1 / 2 [ 1 ~ @ i ~ ] [ I , @ ~ ] ]  . 

Given two populations, A and B, the nul1 and altemate hypothesis can be expressed as: 

- -- - --- 

Given a ~ample from population A and a ~ample from population B. tests for first order 

stochastic dominance are straightforward. The first step is to choose the ce11 partition points. The 

partitioning of the domain cells can be accomplished in any nurnber of ways, the only requirement 

is that each ce11 have a suficient number of observations to provide a good estimate of the 

probability (P,). The approach followed here is to combine samples A and B and find four 

expenditure partitions that divide the joint sample into five equally large sets, and find four time 

partitions that divide the combined sarnpie into five other equally large sets. These partitions on the 

joint distribution do not guarantee 25 equally sized cells. but should provide a sufficient nurnber of 

observations. ' 

Ho: Identical 

Distributions 

L(7cA - xB) = O 

and 

KL(nA - xB) = O 

"Done in this way, the ce11 partition points are themselves stochastic. Fominately, this 
does not affect the validity of the asymptotic distributions. For details see Anderson (1996) and 
the references therein. 

H, : A Stochastically 

Dominates B 

L(xA - nB) i O 

L(nA - nB) + O 

and 

KL(xA - xB) s O 

KL(nA - xB) + O 

H, : B Stochastically 

Dominates A 

L(xA - nB) 2 O , 

L(xA - nB) + 0 

and 

KL(xA - xB) r O. 

KL(xA - xB) + O 

H,: Distributions 

Cross 

L(nA - 7cB) * O 

and 

KL(irA - xB) + 0 

but not H, or H2 



By estimating the ce11 fiequencies of sample A and sarnple B at the same 25 points, a vector 

of ce11 fiequency differences can be calcdated. Under the nui1 hypothesis that both populations have 

the sarne underlying joint distribution, xA = srB and 0" = na. This allows the formation of two sets 

of test statistics to test whether stochastic dominance conditions for o* and o- are met. 

Under the nul1 hypothesis, the covariance matrix can be consistently estimated from the combined 

sample as 

1 f i ,  1 f i )  -RI  fi, . . 

where k = q = 5 . 

Examination of these various hypothesis may follow two routes. Either tests for inequality 

constraints advocated in Wolak (1989) and Kodde and Palm (1986) rnay be invoked, or multiple 

comparison procedures developed by Richmond (1982) may be employed. The latter is chosen 

here because it is more informative. Using the studentized maximum modulus disuibution,l2 

Beach and Richmond (1985) have employed such a multiple comparison in developing confidence 

regions for Lorenz curves and it is straightfonvard to extend their approach. 

l 2  Stoline and Ury (1979) provide tables of the distribution and a discussion of the 
charactenstics of relevant test statistics. 



Returning to the question of whether standards of living are continuing to rise for each 

generation, we now have some simple yet powemil «>oh with which to m e s s  the data. By 

fo rming 

and dividing each element of this vector by its respective standard error, a set of test statistics is 

formed for choosing between the nul1 and alternate hypotheses. If at least one eiement is 

significantly negative, then the nul1 hypothesis is rejected and the altemate of f rs t  order stochastic 

dominance is accepted.13 Because the test is symrnetric, the same procedure may be followed with 

tests being employed in the opposite direction. Finally, if some elements of the test vector are 

significantly greater than zero, and some significantly less, then we c m  accept the final alternate 

hypothesis that the two distributions are different but cannot be ranked. 

5.4 Data 

The data used in estirnating and comparing the joint cdfs  is drawn from the Family 

Expenditure (FAMEX) public use micro-data tape produced by Statistics Canada. Based on the 

Survey of Family Expenditures, the FAMEX data set provides information on the consurnption 

expenditures and labour market activities of families and unattached individuals living across 

Canada. Surveys with a national scope were done in 1978, 1982, 1986, and 1992.''' In the first 

three surveys, the unit of observation was 'household spending units7. The change to 'households' 

in the 1992 survey was such a small change that adjustments were deemed unneces~ary.'~ 

l 3  First order stochastic dominance irnplies second order stochastic dominance, which 
in tum implies third order stochastic dominance. 

lJSurveys done in other years look at metropolitan areas only. Each of these surveys are 
multistage stratified cluster sarnples selected fiom the Labour Force Survey sampling frame. 

l 5  The 1978,1982, and 1986 surveys defined spending units to be a group of people living 
in the sarne dwelling who depend on a cornmon or pooled income for major expenses or one 
financially independent individual living alone. The 1992 version defined household to be a 
person or a group of persons occupying one dwelling unit. 



Consurnption by each family unit was measured as  the sum of consumption expenditures and 

free goods con~urnption.'~ For homeowners, consumption expenditures were adjusted by adding 

the value of imputed housing services and subtracting the cost of owned living quarters expenses.17 

Following Vemaeten et al ( l992), the gross imputed rent is calculated as 8% of the reported market 

value of the home." This last adjustment was done because consurnption expenditures will 

misrepresent the true consumption of durable goods over the life cycle. In particular, housing 

expenditures will understate the value of housing services consumed by older fa mi lie^.'^ Further 

161n 1978, free goods averaged out at $609 per family (1.9% of family expenditures). with 
the largest recorded value being $2 1,484. Other years exhibit similar levels of reliance on fiee 
good consurnption. 

"Unfortunately, there is no information in the survey from which the services from other 
consumer durables can be estimated. Because of this, expenditures on non-housing durables 
were used as an indicator of consumption of the services of durable goods. It should be noted 
that this should provide a systematic over-estimate of consurnption by young households. 

'' For exarnple, an 8% nominal return rule suggests that a homeowner of a $150,000 
home receives $1 000 dollars a month in implicit rent. This rate of retum is similar to rates 
recommended by other researchers. For instance, Smeeding et a1.(1993) recornrnends 
multiplying the households equity (the value of the house less the mortgage) with a nominal rate 
of retum that reflects the opportunity cost of the asset's value. They determined that the 
opportunity cost in a broad nurnber of OECD countries could be reasonably be approximated by 
the inflation rate plus a risk free real rate of return of 2% per annum. The housing cpi provides a 
good estimate of inflation of housing costs over the period, and indicates that inflation in housing 
costs fluctuated from a high of 12.5% in 1982 to a low of 1.4% in 1992. Adding the average rate 
of housing inflation of 6% over the period to the recomrnended 2% rate gives precisely the 8% 
return chosen here. Other researchers have adopted broadly similar rates. For example Davies 
(1 979) suggests a 7.6% rate of r e m  for Canadian housing. See also Wolfson (1  979) and 
Kitchen ( 1992) for other rent imputations in studies of Canada. See Yates (1 994, pp.50-5 1 ) for a 
review of international research on rates of return used in imputing the rent From housing. See 
Katz (1968) for a full discussion of alternative techniques for imputation of durable good rents. 

19This is especially true for older and poorer homeowners. Brown (1994, p.396) reports 
that in the United States, "homeowners' out-of-pocket expenditures are especially inadequate 
indicators of housing consumption for senior and poor families, since they represent only 37% 
and 48%, respectively, of rental value." She also notes that "the discrepancy was less for 
employed families, ranging fiom 71% for wage-earner to 8 1% for salaries families." As these 
figures were for 1988, it can reasonably be inferred that the Canadian expendinire data from the 
FAMEX rnight be expected misrepresent consumption to a similar degree. 



distorting the picture is the rapid nse in mortgage costs and housing pnces over the 1980's. 

To put al1 four sarnples (1 978,l982,1986,1992) on a similar purchasing power footing, the 

expenditure data was converted to 1992 dollars using the consumer price index (cpi). For housing 

expenditures and housing values, the conversion to 1992 dollars was accomplished using the housing 

cpia20 

To calculate adult non-labour time available to each family unit, the approximate hours of 

work by each reference person and spouse was calculated by multiplying the weeks worked (frorn 

FAMEX data set) by the relevant average hours of work shown in table 5.4.1. 

table 5.4.1: Average Hours of Work Per Week 

2. "Historicai Labour Force Statistics, Annualy Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 71-20 1 

1978 

1982 

1986 

1992 

This estimate of hours worked was then subtracted from the total hours available to the individual 

over a year to arrive at the non-labour time available. For family units with two adult labour force 

participants, non-labour time was estimated as the surn of non-labour hours available to the head and 

spouse. For singles and single parent families, non-labour time was estimated as the time available 

to the head." 

It  is conventional to consider social well-being to be a product of individual well-being, not 

?*The cpi and housing cpi were obtained fiom Statistics Canada's CANSIM database, 
series D44957 and P800280 respectively. 

Sources: 1 .  "Labour Force Statistics, Monthly" Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 7 1-007 

Avg Hours of 

Work: Male 

Full Time 

43 -6 

43 -4 

43.8 

43.9 

"The assurnption underlying this calculation is that it is adult non-labour time that is 
most important to the standard of living of al1 individuals in the family. 

Avg Hours of 

Work: Male 

Part Time 

14.4 

14.3 

14.4 

14.8 

Avg Hours of 

Work: Female 

Full Time 

39.0 

38.9 

39.3 

39.4 

Avg Hours of 

Work: Female 

Part Time 

15.3 

15.3 

15.8 

16.1 



farnily well-being. Translating family consumption data into individual consumption presents some 

rather well known difficulties, for which there are no consensus solutions. What is generally agreed 

is that simply dividing household consumption by the number of household members leads to an 

under-estimate of individual consumption. The problem is that there are substantid economies of 

scaie in consumption, and different approaches for measuring these scale economies lead to widely 

different estimates. The usual practice is to choose an appropriate method for measuring of adult 

equivalent units, and dividing through the farnily income by the number of adult equivaients in the 

farnily. 

Given that there are a number of different methodologies for calculating the number of adult 

equivalent units. and that the choice of equivalence scaie can affect the outcome of cornparisons 

(Coulter et al., 1992 ab), a rohust technique is needed. Buhmann et ai. (1988) found that most scales 

are closely correlated with the log of farnily size, so that they can be accurately approximated as 

where di = vector of demographic variables 

Si  = household size (number of mernbers) 

e = elasticity of the equivalence scale with respect to household size. 

The problem of choosing the appropriate equivalence scaie then reduces to choosing an 

appropriate elasticity. Buhmann et al (1988) found that equivdence scales constructed for 

measuring poverty have an elasticity of 0.74, while scales designed to guide specidized program 

spending have an average elasticity of OS. Econometnc methods that estimate the impact of changes 

in household size on spending arrive at elasticities in the order of 0.4. Questionnaire methods that 

elicit subjective evaiuations of the cost of additional family members have elasticities that average 

out at about 0.24. For the purposes of this study, the base case analysis was done assuming an 



elasticity of 0.5, with sensitivity analysis done assuming elasticities of 1, 0.75,0.40,0.25, and O.?' 

One final step is to make the non-labour time consurned by households with quite different 

demograp hic make-ups more comparable. Again an argument can be constmcted that suggests that 

there are dirninishing marginal costs fkom each additional member. Precisely what the appropriate 

adult equivalent scale to use is again not clear, and so the scale reflecting an elasticity of 0.5 was 

chosen as the base case, with sensitivity of the cornparison results being done using the same 

alternatives 

Family consurnption expenditures (expenditures include fiee goods plus the implicit rents 

from owner occupied homes less home-ownership expenditures) and non-labour time were then 

divided by the estimated adult equivaients in the family. The resulting individual consumption and 

adult non-labour time were then attributed to each member of the family. Each famiiy member's 

calculated consumption and non-labour time were then recorded as an observation. 

The product of al1 these adjustments is four individuaiized data sets with each observation 

recording consurnption expenditures, non-labour tirne, and age of the household head. Each survey 

sample was then subdivided according to the reference person7s (head) age. The subsamples chosen 

reflect farnilies where the head was young (34 years and under), rniddle aged (3 5-49 years). maturc 

(50-64 years). or senior (65+ years). 

The sample rneans of consurnption (table 5.4.2) and time (table 5.4.3) of the individualized 

data set are presented below. At the beginning of the penod under study, the sarnple means indicate 

that the location of the consumption distributions were remarkable sirnilar for al1 working age 

families. Over the penod of shidy, large shifts occurred that introduced substantial differences 

between the different groups. The sample means suggest that older h i l i e s  enjoyed gains in both 

" An elasticity of 1 reflects an assumption that there are no economies of scale, and that 
the consumption available is the total household consurnption divided by the number of people. 
An elasticity of O is consistent with an assumption that each additional penon places no new 
costs on the family, and consequently, that the consurnption of each individual is best reflected 
by the total consumption of the family. The most cornmon practice is to use equivdence scales 
that reflect elasticities between O and 1. By way of cornparison, the OECD poverty line uses an 
elasticity of 0.73, while the Canadian Low Income Cutoff (LICO) using an elasticity of 0.56. 



consurnption and non-labour time, while the youngest group saw consumption and non-labour time 

fdl. By 1992, the sample means of consumption and non-labour time of younger families lay 

substantiaily below 1978 levels, contrasting sharply with the progress expenenced by older families. 

table 5.4.2 : Mean of Consumption By individu al^'^ 

Senior (65+ yrs) 1 16,470 1 16,265 1 18,544 1 18,876 

Young (-34 yrs) 

Middle (35-49 yrs) 

Mature (50-64 yrs) 

table 5.4.3 : Mean of Adult Non-Labour Time Available to Individuals2' 

1978 

2 1,252 

22,362 

22,742 

The measures of individual consumption still have some problems that have not been 

adjusted for. In particular, it was not possible to impute the services fiom other household durables. 

and so household durable expenditures provide the only indicator of such consumption. This should 

tend to cause a relative under-estimation of the consurnption of older households. As we are only 

cornparhg households at similar stages in their life-cycle, this should not be a significant problem. 

A second problem is that in-kind transfers by government (especially health and education) 

can provide a large portion of poor family consurnption; but again, data limitations prevent 

Young (-34 yrs) 

Middle (35-49 yrs) 

Mature (50-64 yrs) 

Senior (65+ yrs) 

"These means are for the individualized data set constructed assuming an elasticity of 
household size of 0.5. 

1982 

19,678 

2 1,809 

22,684 

1978 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

1986 

20,506 

23,699 

25,080 

1992 

19,734 

22,873 

25,152 

1982 

7,583 

6,886 

7,986 

9,992 

1986 

7,443 

6,926 

8,173 

10,004 

1992 

7,3 74 

6,9 17 

8,368 

1 O, 122 



imputations of these arnounts. Whether this matters in our cornparisons depends on whether in-kind 

governrnent transfers are changing over the period. If they are not, then the failure to properly 

account for these is not that serious. 

A third problem with the survey data is that it cornes fiom a stratified sample. Stratification 

will cause sample cell frequency estimators to be consistent but biased estimators of the underiying 

population fiequencies (Uliah and Breunig, 1996). This bias should not be tembly important given 

the large sample sizes used for estimation. 

5.5 Results and Conclusions 

A summary of the results of the statistical tests on the joint distribution is presented in table 

5.5.1. The results indicate that the 1982-86 recovery phase of the business cycle failed to lifi the 

living standards of young (under 35 years) family units, while the next five years ushered in 

unarnbiguous declines. Declines were so severe, that living standards of young family units were 

significantly lower in 1992 than in 1982. By contrast, al1 older groups managed to hold their own. 

or realize gains. 

One problem with these findings is that the base year of 1982 is a year of recession. The 

starting point for any cornparison c m  matter, especially if adjustrnents to business cycles are more 

pronounced in one age group. Unfortunately the FAMEX data-set does not contain enough 

information on labour force participation to estirnate the joint distribution in years prior to 1982. It 

is possible to get suffïcient information to get estimates of the univariate consumption distribution 

back to 1978, and use the techniques developed in Anderson (1996) to test for first order stochastic 

domhance of a univariate distribution. Ten equai sized cells were formed on the pooled samples, 

and tests for first order stochastic dominance were perfomed. For the years 1982,1986 and 1992. 

similar estimates and cornparisons of the univariate distribution of non-labour tirne were perfomed. 

The results of both sets of tests are presented in table 5.5.2. 

The tests reveal that for young fmily units, consumption did not rise for any period except 

the 1982-86 recovery. This evidence of recovery is weakened when contrasted with the evidence 

from the joint distribution which fails to find evidence for any irnprovement. The balance is to be 



found in sacrifices to non-labour time made by young family units in order to af5ord die increased 

consumption. The evidence also reveais that the sacrifice in non-labour time was not sufficient to 

restore consumption to 1978 levels. Furtfiermore, the subsequent declines over the 1986-92 penod 

placed consumption levels back to 1982 Ievels, and below 1978 levels. 

For older farnily units the results indicate progress in both consumption and non-labour tune. 

While the causes of this contrasting expenence over the period has not been examined here, the 

source is likely to be found in the difficult labour market expenence of many young people over the 

period, and the high interest rates that rewarded older asset rich households. The interesting puzzle 

rernaining is whether the decline in permanent incorne expenenced by young families will be 

reversed as the easing of interest rates alters the distributional mechanism of the market once again. 

In addition to these empincal insights into the progress of living standards, the chapter also 

provides a simple statistical test that can be of practical use in ranking joint distributions of living 

standards. Empirical distribution functions often have very small crossings that prevent rankings 

being made. These tests provide a way of determining whether such small crossings are important 

evidence of a cross in the underlying population distribution, or are simply artifacts of the sample. 

This should reduce unwarranted rejection of stochastic dominance, and hence make it a more usefùl 

critena for ranking social outcornes. 



table 5.5.1 : Tests for Stochastic Dominance on the Joint Distribution 

1 Age Group 1 

Middle (35-49 yrs) t---t 

Prime (50-64 yrs) O 
Senior (65 + yrs) n 

HJ Ho H, I 
I,=earlier year dominates: H,=change but no dominance. 

1 I 
Ho=no change; H,=Later year dominates; 
H,=significant at the 1% level. H,=significant at the 5% level. 



table 5.5.2 : Tests for Stochastic Dominance of Univariate Distributions 

H,=no change; H,=Later year dominates; H,=earlier year dominates; H,=change but no dominance. 
H,=significant at the 1% Ievel. H,=significant at the 5% Ievel. 
NA : cornparison not possible because there is no information back to 1978 

Young (-34 yrs) 
l 

1 Consumption 

Non-Labour Time 

Middle (35-49 yrs) 

Consurnption 

Non-Labour Time 

Mature (50-64 yrs) 

Consurnption 

Non-Labour Time 

Senior (65+ yrs) 

Consurnption 

Non-Labour Time 

1978- 

1982 

HZ 

NA 

Hz 

NA 

H3 

NA 

H3 

NA 

1978- 

1986 

Hz 

NA 

1978- 

1992 

H2 

NA 

1982- 

1986 

Hl 

H2 

H3 

NA 

1982- 

1992 

H3 

Ht 

HI 

H3 

BI 

HI 

HI 

H3 

H3 

NA 

HI 

H3 

H 1 

HI 

HI 

HI 

HI 

NA 

HI 

NA 

HI 

NA 

HI 

NA 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 



6.1 Introduction 

Three issues have been examined in this dissertation: how social change can be measured: 

whether different generations are becoming more polarized; and, whether ail generations are 

continuhg to benefit from econornic growth. In addressing the first issue, it was argued that despite 

Arrow's impossibility theorem, it was possible to estimate Bergson-Samuelson social welfare 

hc t ions  that are consistent with complete, individualistic social preferences if utility is measurable 

and comparable. Unfominately. the choice of social welfare fûnction and measure of utility c m  

affect the measured speed and direction of social change. The measurement of aspects of social 

change also suffered fiom this shortcoming, with the implication that measures of social change can 

become identified with the group whose interests are best promoted by that choice. One way around 

this problem is to embed social rankings within a theory of impenonal preferences. From this 

emerges incomplete social welfare rankings that are both impartial and individualistic. 

Before exarnining the trends in levels of social welfare. we exarnined the relative progress 

of young and old family units. Estimates of standard between-group indices of difference indicated 

a growing divide between young and old. This was true whether estimates were based on household 

income or household consumption. One concem raised by these emerging divisions is that society 

might be growing more polarized, and that increasing polarization might pose a threat to social 

stability. If polarization between between young and old groups increases in the heterogeneity 

between each group and in the homogeneity within each group. the evidence suggests that such a 

wony is probably unfounded. Estimates of the proposed polarization index indicated no increase 

between young farnily units (under 35) and middle aged farnily units (35-49 years), chiefly because 

of nsing inequality among young and middle aged family units. Increases were recorded in the 

index of polarization between young and older working aged households (50-64 years), however, 

the results were highly sensitive to the assumptions used in constructing the adult equivalence scale. 

Tests for change in polarization rankings revealed even Iess movement, and also were sensitive to 

assumptions used in the construction of the adult equivalence scale. Al1 indications are that the 

rising divisions between different age groups have been accompanied by rising divisions within each 

age group. somewhat tempering the rise in polarization. 



The fourth chapter of the dissertation examined micro-data on Canadian household income 

to deterrnine whether young and old farnily units were continuing to enjoy gains h m  econornic 

growth. Using non-parametric tests for stochastic dorninance, the evidence supported a conclusion 

that the living standards of older households were nsing, while the living standards for younger 

households was falling. These results were shown to be robust to a wide variety of adult equivdence 

scales. The results aiso indicate that the source of this shift is large movements in the distribution 

of market eaniings, and that govement  transfers were unsuccessful in countering these forces. 

One surprising fmding is the ease in establishing first order stochastic dominance. This suggests 

that first order stochastic dorninance should receive at least as much attention as the more 

restrictive Lorenz dominance and generalized Lorenz dorninance ranking criteria currently in 

popular use. 

But does stochastic dominance in income distributions provide incontrovertible evidence of 

a decline in the living standards of young Canadian farnilies? One possibility is that the observed 

declines were a result of a shift in the lifetime eamings profile of Canadian farnilies, or a 

substitution into the consumption of leisure. In the fifth chapter, these possibilities were exarnined 

using a new non-parametric test procedure for stochastic dominance rankings in bivariate 

distributions. Applying this procedure to micro-data of the consumption and labour force activities 

of Canadian family units reveals that consumption expenditures and non-labour time fell for many 

quantiles and did not nse for any quantile. By contrast, older groups saw living standards rise. with 

many quantiles spending more and working less, and no quantiles spending less or working more. 

Especially notable was the finding that the 1982-86 economic recovery failed to lift the living 

standards of young (under 35 years) farnily units, contrasting sharply with the increases enjoyed by 

older family units. Between 1986 and 1991, young family units faced declines, while al1 older 

groups managed to hold their own, or realize gains. Because consurnption has declined for the 

young, it seems unlikely that young farnilies hold expectations of rapid income gains in the near 

future. 

There are a nurnber of issues remaining that deserve some attention. Specifically, the strength 

of the results is undermined if relative price rnovements are harming older families and helping 

younger families and if government in-kind transfers are shifting to reward younger families more 



generously than older families. In what follows, movements in relative prices and trends in 

govemment transfers are exarnined to detemiine whether this is an important concern. A second 

issue is what the impacts of these generational movements have had on the economic decisions of 

Canadian families. This is interesting because it provides an oppominity to find c o ~ a t i o n  in the 

patterns of consumption and labour market behaviour. Two final issues that deserve some attention 

are the causes and consequences of these relative shifls in living standards. 

6.2 Prices and In-Kind Transfers 

If relative prices have moved in a manner that helps young families and harms older farnilies, 

then the results are less reliable. Similarly, the results are undermined if in-kind transfers have been 

altered by govemment with benefits shifting strongly towards young farnilies and away fiom older 

farnilies. While a comprehensive review of d l  prices that have a differential impact on families by 

age is quite beyond this study, a few observations in some important prices that matter to young 

families can be made. 

The most important price afYecting the cost of consumption for young families is the cost of 

borrowing. Over the last 30 years the real cost of a 5 year mortgage (figure 6.1) has moved 

considerably. Over the 1960's and early 1970's the typical reai interest rate charged fluctuated around 

5% per annum. During the mid 1970's rates fell. When they recovered over the 1980fs, rates 

achieved a new average level between 7% and 8% per annurn. Reinforcing this relative pnce 

movement against young families is the increasing cost of child-care and education (figure 6.2). 

These increases coincided with the drop in consumption and income by young families. 

Beyond the issue of relative pnce movements is the issue of whether in-kind transfers to 

households have remained steady across generations. The two most important in-kind transfers 

received by households are education and health-care. Over the period examined health care has 

been consistently rising as a share of GDP and persona1 income, while education has fallen - 
suggesting that in-kind transfers of government are moving towards increasing benefit of older 

families (figures 6.3 and 6.4). Such a conclusion is premature, however, as per-capita spending in 

both health and education (figure 6.5) have grown, albeit at a much faster rate in health care. 



Because of moderate enrollment growth over the penod, spending per student actually rose over-dl, 

though declines were registered in post-secondary funding (figure 6.6). While a similar figure of 

spending per senior citizen on health care is not available, it is possible to get a rough picture by 

dividing total health care spending by al1 levels of govemment by the number of seniors. A 

cornparison with the funding per student suggests that increases in health care are not out of line with 

the increases in student funding (figure 6.7). In short, the evidence suggests that govemment in-kind 

transfers did not shifi in a way that favoured young farnilies over older fmilies. 

6.3 Impacts of Change 

The affects of generational change on the economic decisions of Canadian households are 

difficult to assess, however, two trends do provide some confirmation of the study's results. If the 

benefits of economic growth have been most strongly felt in older fmilies, then it might be expected 

that consurnption in goods that are income elastic would nse more quickly in older families than 

younger families. Looking at foreign trips to non-US destinations by Canadian families reveals that 

trips rose more quickly for older families than for young families (figure 6.8). One peculiarity 

though is that foreign travel by young families also expanded. One possible explanation for this 

observation is that the consumption and income measures of living standards may have under- 

estimated living standards over the 198Ors, and hence, living standards by young households rnay 

not have declined and the living standards of older families may have risen more quickly. 

A second affect of the changes in the distribution of living standards is the very rapid fa11 in 

retirement age recorded over the last 10 years (figure 6.9). The drop confirms that older households 

did see living standards rise, despite a general stagnation in living standards over the period. A 

remaining puzzle is whether the retirement age will once again creep back up as younger. less 

prosperous families approach their retirement. 

6.4 Causes of Change 

The causes of the shifts in living standards between generations are no doubt complicated, 

however a few general trends can be observed. The rnost noticeable change has been the 



deceleration in wage growth (figure 6.10). While women did see wage gains over the 1 980rs, wages 

received by men actuaily dropped. Probably related to this is the very high rates of unemployment 

over the last 20 years. Particdarly hard hit have been young workers (figure 6.1 1). Both 

phenornenon are probably at least partly to blame for the declines in living standards. 

One way of examining this more carefully is to follow an older and younger cohort's life- 

cycle experience through the labour market. A first cohon that is 25-29 years of age in 1979 is 

compared with second cohort which is 25-29 years of age in 1983. As is apparent (figures 6.12). the 

ernployment rate for the second cohort of men is lower during their entry phase into the labour 

market, and remains lower ten years later. Similarly earnings are also lower both on entry into the 

job market and 10 years later. For women, the story is the same except that there was some increase 

in the employment rate during the entry phase, though this is apparently due to growth in part-time 

employment that was so strong as to wipe out the decline in full-time employment. The second 

cohort in al1 other respects saw employment and earnings outcomes that were Iower than the first 

cohort. 

Information on wages is more difficdt to obtain than earnings data. Wannell(1989) reports 

that between 198 1 and 1986, the average hourly wage declined for workers under 35 years of age 

and rose for workers 35 years and over. He suggests that the changing structure of the job market 

was behind these changes, with most employment opportunities for young people being in low wage 

sectors. 

The labour literature has made much of the fact that the premium on education in the 

American labour market has risen.' The explanation that has been most often touted is "a 

combination of ski11 based technical change and changes in unrneasured labor quality" (Bound and 

Johnson, 1992,389). If these changes had occurred in Canada, young farnilies might have been able 

to compensate by investing more heavily in education. By the mid 1980's there was no apparent 

difference in schooling attainments by young families, suggesting that even if there had been a 

premium. they would not have any special advantage over generations just ahead of them (figure 

'For example see Murphy and Welch (1989,1992), Bound and Johnson (1 991), Katz and 
Murphy (1 992), and Juhn, Murphy, Pierce (1993). 



6.13). In any case, Blackburn and Bloorn's (1 993) estimates of the labour earnings equations for 

Canada and the United States indicate that the prernium rise that occurred in the United States over 

the 1980's did not appear in Canada.' n i e  only similarity found was the increase in the age 

parameter which they interpret to mean an increase in the rate of growth of eamings. 

A more complete cohort study of the earnings of Canadian men has been recentiy completed 

by Beaudry and Green (1 997). They examine estimate the earnings profiles of different cohorts of 

high school and University educated men, and discover that the eamings profiles have deteriorated, 

with younger cohorts facing a lower earnings path than older families. More alarmingly, they find 

no evidence of the steepening of the earning path, nor evidence of a rise in the education premium 

for young families. The implication is that many of the observed s h i h  that have been attributed to 

changing demands for skilled workers rnay simply be a change in the distribution of wages between 

generations. 

Of course, labour market eamings are not the oniy part of the story. A very large change 

occurred over the period in the distribution of the national income. Beginning in the late 1970's. 

wages and salaries provided a declining share of persona1 income (figure 6.1 4) while interest and 

dividends provided an increasing share of personal income (figure 6.15). The declines in wages. and 

rise in interest rates were likely the source of these changes; both having a prejudicial impact on 

young households. 

Another large change occumng to persona1 income was the rise in importance of transfers 

from government (figure 6.16). The distribution of these transfers is of tremendous importance to 

outcornes, With the introduction of the Canada Pension Plan and the elimination of the family 

allowance prograrn, it is perhaps not surprising that the distribution of these benefits has been 

skewed (in absolute terms) towards older families (figure 6.1 7). Taken together with declining 

wages, and rising interest and dividend income, the decline in the welfare of young families is not 

that surprising an outcome. 

'Donald, Green and Paarsch (1 995) estimate Canadian and US earnings relationships in 
1989 and find that there is virtually no negative impact to not completing high school in Canada 
which contrasts sharply with the large Amencan premium. They speculate that the return to 
investrnent in a high school diploma may have been negative at the close of the decade. 



This very bnef list of possible causes of the divide in living standards raises more questions 

than answers. For instance, the findings of Beaudry and Green of deteriorating labour market 

earnings profiles raise questions about why these profiles have fallen, and also what might cause the 

profiles to rebound. Beyond this is a question of whether a cohon study would find that the declines 

to earnings profiles extends to the income, consumption, and non-labour time profiles of different 

cohorts. Finafly, there is a rather interesting question of whether this phenornenon is national or 

international in nature, and if international, what forces have driven these changes. 

6.5 Implications of Change 

These changes raise numerous questions about future pattern in the growth and distribution 

of economic welfare. High among these is whether the declines in living standards of young farnilies 

can be reversed. Much will depend on whether the slowdown in productivity growth can be revened, 

and whether the unemployrnent rate can be brought down. One particularly womsome factor is that 

the dependency ratio is at historically low levels, and is set to rise early in the next m i l l e ~ i u m  

(figure 6.18). The rise in productivity will have to be especially high if young families are to make 

up lost ground on older families and simultaneously meet the growing demands on health care and 

public pensions of a rapidly aging population. 

A second trend deserving some comment is the growing investment in education by young 

Canadians (figure 6.1 9) - investrnents made despite the rising costs and apparent negative returns. 

In particular, enrollment in post-secondary education rose dramatically over the 1980's and is 

continuing to rise this decade. The difference in Arnerican and Canadian educational anainment 

levels is fast diminishing, despite the declining support by Canadian governments. This may possibly 

be the result of fonvard looking behaviour on the part of young Canadians who are anticipating that 

free trade will bring the Amencan premiurn on education to Canada. One implication if this 

premiurn does nse is that Amencan levels of inequaiity may corne with it, with high school leavers 

being left behind. Certainly, the comparatively more generous Canadian social security systern will 

be poorly positioned to counter these trends, given the growth in public pension entitlements. 

Research should examine what implication these changes may hold for the sustainability of public 



pension 2nd debt liabilities. 

Beyond questions about the future welfare of young Canadians is the question of whether 

growing divisions might Lead to growing polarization. So far it has not because of growing 

inequality arnong both young and old families. If  there is a drop in inequality in either group. these 

yawning differences could be transformed into more implacable divisions. Clearly, the links 

between polarization and social stability need to be examined more carefdly, perhaps by a thorough 

examination of historical micro-data in countries that have under-gone social upheaval. 

If this dissertation demonstrates anything, it is that aggregate data can hide many changes 

ta the life-cycle pattern of eamings and consumption. If these documented changes are not examined 

more closely, future social changes may hold surprises that society will be unprepared to address. 



figure 6.1 

Source: 1 .  Nominal interest rates were taken from Statistics Canada, CANSIM series B 14024. 
2.The Consumer Pice Index in IMF-IFS series 156/64 was used to estimate the real 
interest rate. 
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Source: Statistics Canada, catalogue no. 62-00 1 -XPB 



figure 6.3 

Source: The figures are for spending by al1 levels of governrnent as reported in Statistics 
Canada's, Canada Yearbook. various years. 



figure 6.4 
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Source: The figures are for spending by al1 levels of government as reported in Statistics 
Canada's, Canada Yearbook, various years. 



figure 6.5 

Source: The figures are for spending by al1 levels of government as reported in Statistics 
Canada's. Canada Yearbook, various years. 



figure 6.6 
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Source: Statistics Canada, catalogue no. 8 1-229-XPB, various years. 



figure 6.7 

Lhildren and Bderly II 

Sources: 
1. The nominal spending on education and health is for al1 levels of government, as reported in 
Statistics Canada's, Canada Yearbook, various years. 
2. Estimates of the population of children and elderly Canadians comes fiom Statistics Canada 
CANSIM series C24 1092 and C2412U. 
3. The figures were deflated using the CP 1 reported in IMF-IFS senes 156-64. 



figure 6.8 

Foreign Trips By Age II 

Sources: 
1. Statistics Canada catalogue no.66-201 provided the nurnber of foreign (non-US) trips of one or 
more nights. 
2. The population in each age category was provided by Statistics Canada's CANSIM series 
C241089, C241092. C241116, C241134, C241149, C241167. (241185, and C241203. 



figure 6.9 

Median Age of Ret irement 1 

Source: Interna1 Calculations by Dave Gower of Statistics Canada. 



figure 6.1 O 
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Source: Census of Canada, various years. 



figure 6.1 1 

Source: Siatisitics Canada CANSIM set-ies D984955, D984962, D984963, and D984969. 
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Appendix 1 - The DIFF Index 

With the exception of the MW index, the between-group indices focus on specific parts 

of each distribution for the purposes of cornparison. While this may increase the tangible 

information communicated, it reduces the generality of the measure of difference. The following 

index is more general in that it is sensitive to changes in the living standards of al1 individuals. 

Like the SCM index, the DIFF index has a simple diagrammatic representation. as the area of 

difference between the two cumulative distribution functions (figure A. 1). 

Figure A.1 



The measure is perhaps most intuitively understood as the sum of differences in income 

at each quantile. As such it is a generalization of the difference in medians. Less obviously, it 

c m  also be thought of as a generalization of the SCM index. To see this note that the SCM index 

can be rewritten as 

SCM = (P (Y,<vw) - P (Y,<v,J) +(P ( Y p , )  - P (Y,<v,)) 

which is the sum of the vertical difference in the two cumulative distribution functions at only two 

points. The DIFF index is the sum of vertical differences over the whole support. 

One problem with the measure is that it is altered by rescaling the index of individual 

living standards. Care must therefore be taken in transforming living standard numbers to 

constant dollars. An advantage of the measure is that non-parametric statistical tests are easily 

irnplemented using techniques developed by Anderson (1996). 

Proposition The DIFF index is not a polarization index. 

Proof: The DIFF index does not suffer from the problem that invalidated the SCM index 

as a polarization measure. If a well to do person from population B (having a 

living standard above the median living standard of population W) has an 

improvement in his living standard, the DIFF index will decline. Despite this 

improvement. the DIFF index is not a polarization index. The example used to 

show that the MW index is not a polarization index can be employed to ver@ this. 



Appendix 2 - Income and the Standard of Living 

In chapter four, the standard of living available to a household is measured by its disposable 

income. A legitimate question to ask is, why disposable income? 

The most general definition of a household's standard of living would be the available 

consurnption oppominities set. Comparing the distribution of such sets is much too cornplex. By 

using annual disposable income as our variable of interest, we are implicitly assuming that it 

provides a reliable index of the size of the consurnption opportunities set available to each 

household. 

One justification for using annual disposable income in this manner is that the subset of 

consumption opportunities that c m  be purchased c m  be scaled by disposable incorne if al1 prices 

for consurnption goods are identical for al1 people in the population. Unfortunately price differences 

facing people may be important. Moreover, there are important cornrnodities that are not purchased 

and hence will be poorly scaled by annual disposable income. In particular, leisure. home 

production services, and most govemment services are not purchased, and scaling this set by 

disposable income introduces rneasurement error. Unfortunately evaluating non-labour time and 

govenunent services as implicit income is both dificult and subject to other sorts of measurement 

error. leaving disposable income as  the best available measure. Because of these problems, in testing 

for stochastic dominance, consideration should be given to whether non-labour time or government 

services are moving in a marner that could alter conclusions about changes in living standards. 

Reliance on a flow measure of a households standard of living raises a number of additional 

issues. Ideally, a stock measure based on household wealth would better reflect consumption 

opportunities of households. As a practicai compromise, income flows present a nurnber of potential 

problems that should be considered. 

First of d l ,  income flows are volatile. Annual flows smooth out seasonal fluctuations that 

households are usually able to anticipate. This smoothing probably improves the rneasurement of  

the consumption opportunities set. Annual disposable income does not smooth out longer tenn 

fluctuations. Care m u t  be taken in interpreting income distribution cornparisons over time so that 

cyclical movernents are not confûsed with secular movements. For instance, young families have 



incomes that are more strongiy procyclic with business cycles than older families. The implication 

is that comparing years at different stages in the business cycle can introduce substantial emors. In 

this study, the years for cornparison (1 979 and 1989) were chosen because they are at approximately 

the sarne point on the business cycle (See Figure A. 1). 

A second problem with using annual disposable income as a measure of the consumption 

opportunities set is that unrealized capital gains are not recorded.' Comprehensive incorne is 

therefore impossible to calculate using household survey data. Consideration of the impact of 

systematic changes in household wealth is therefore needed if cornparisons are based on the narrower 

measure of annual disposable income. In our study comparing income in 1979 and 1989 it should 

be noted that older families benefited from appreciation of home values, and that measured income 

will tend to under-represent the consumption oppomuiities of older households and over-represent 

the consumption opportunities of younger households. 

A final problem with the use of a household's annual disposable income flow is that it fails 

to reflect important Me-cycle factors effecting consumption opportunities.' A common exarnple is 

that income based poverty measures tend to over-estimate the poverty rate among older families 

because disposable income fails to include the implicit rents provided by household durables. In this 

study, many of these life-cycle distortions are minimized by comparing only families at a similar 

stage in their life-cycle. 

' Atkinson (1983,p.39) recommended that the income measure used be "the arnount a 
person could have spent while maintaining the value of his wealth intact". This is of course 
Simon's rneasure of "cornprehensive income". 

' Research by Robb, Magee, and Burbidge (1992) suggests that such effects are 
important. 



Figure A.1 - THE BUSINESS CYCLE 

Economic Growth and Unemployment 

Source: Statistics Canada 



Appendix 3 - The SCF Dataset 

Young 

(less thari 35 yrs) 

# in 20% sample 1 6,565 1 1 5,738 1 

1 979 

# of Households 

1989 

Market 
1 I I 

1 1,034 

Median Income 

Net 

1 0,3 96 

Mean Income 

Market 1 Net 
1 

$1933 7.26 

Coefficient of Var. 

Gini Coefficient 

$2 1,226.03 

Middle Aged 

# o f  Households 1 9,579 1 1 12,072 ! II 

17,656.54 

0.645 

0.335 

(3 5-49 years) 

# of Individuals 1 38532 1 1 40,959 1 11 

19,080.8 1 

1979 

1 8,693 .O0 

0.525 

0.2756 

1989 

Market 

17,276.63 

20,387.78 

I I 1 

# in 2o0h sample 

Median Income 

18,529.36 

0.716 

0.366 

Net 

Mean Income 

Coefficient of Var. 

Gini Coefficient 

0.520 

0.268 

7646 

20,5 1 3.26 

Market 1 Net 
I 

22,437.2 1 

0.639 

0.340 

i 

18,600.89 

20,208.35 

0.523 

0.280 

8,167 

23,498.36 20,199.50 

25,604.4 1 

0.670 

0.333 

22,030.89 

0.5 14 

0.258 



1 Prime Earning 1 1979 
I 

(50-64 years) 1 Market 

# of Households 1 8.1 76 
- 

# of Individuals 1 23,575 

Mean Income 1 23,626.34 

Coefficient of Var. 1 0.724 

Gini Coefficient 1 0.38 1 

Senior 1979 1989 

(65 years + ) Market Net Market Net 

# of Households 6,405 7,898 

# of Individuals 1 2,023 13,904 

Median Incorne 57 10.89 12,494.32 7,160.16 15,350.14 

Mean Income 10,151.43 15,708.53 12,095.96 18,787.93 

Coefficient of Var. 1 1.28 1 0.652 1 1.302 1 0.586 
1 

Gini Coefficient 0.603 0.3 17 0.595 0.277 



MARKET INCOME 
Y W  

NET INCOME 
U W  



MARKET INCOME 
OUI 

NET INCOME 
nu1 
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